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ABSTRACT
In 1979, Solow defined the square class invariant of a 
quadratic form q over a field F to be a function from the 
square classes of F into the integers. For each square 
class of F, this function indicates the maximum number of 
coefficients in all diagonalized quadratic forms equivalent 
to q that lie in that square class. The intent of Chapter I 
is to determine the fields over which the square class 
invariant classifies quadratic forms. It will be proved 
that if the level of the field is at most two and if the 
square class invariant classifies the quadratic forms, then 
the field must be a C-field. Also, it will be shown that if 
the level of the field is at least four, then the square 
class invariant does not classify the quadratic forms.
In 1969, Kaplansky showed that a field over which the 
binary quadratic form value sets have maximum index two in 
the multiplicative group of the field has exactly two 
quaternion algebras. In Chapter II a characterization will 
be found for all fields over which the binary form value 
sets have maximum index four in the multiplicative group of 
the field. With one exceptional case, the answer will be 
that the field has exactly four quaternion algebras.
iv
INTRODUCTION
A quadratic form over a field F is defined as a
homogeneous polynomial f of degree 2 , f (x 1 , %2 > ■••>xn ) =
Z aj_j XjXj. In this paper we will assume that all 
i . J
fields have characteristic not equal to 2 , and thus we 
may assume a^j = a ji and write f ( x-| , X2 » • • • xn ) = 
n
Z aiiX ^ 2 + 2 Z aijX^Xj. Two quadratic forms f(x-],...xn ) 
i= 1
and g (y 1 ,...,ym ) over F are equivalent (denoted f=g) if m=n 
and if there exist CijeF such that the matrix [Cj_j], 1_<i,jjCn 
is invertible and if f(x-|,...,xn ) = g(y-|,...yn ) where 
n
yi = Z CijXj, This forms an equivalence relation
j = 1
on the quadratic forms over F.
A quadratic map on a vector space V over a field F is a 
map Q: V ■+ F such that Q(av) = a2 Q(v) for every veV and
aeF, and B(u,v) = ^[Q(u+v) - Q(u) - Q(v)] is a symmetric 
bilinear form. The pair (V , Q ) is called a quadratic space. 
Two quadratic spaces (V,Q) and (V * ,Q T ) are isometric 
(denoted V=V') if there exists a bijective linear 
transformation o: V V ' such that Q(v) = Q'(o(v)) for
every veV.
v
Given a quadratic form f(x^ xn ), we associate with
it a quadratic space. Let V be any n-dimensional vector
space over F. Let (vi,...,vn ) be any basis for V over F.
Define Q: V + F by Q(aiv 1 + ... + anvn ) = f (a-\ , . . . , a n ) .
Then (V,Q) is a quadratic space. Any two quadratic spaces
associated with f are isometric.
Given a quadratic space (V,Q), we associate with it a
quadratic form. Let {v<| vn } be a basis for V over F.
Define f ( x xn ) = Z B ( v i , v j ) x j x j . Any two quadratic
i , J
forms associated with (V,Q) are equivalent.
Theorem 0.1: Let (V,Q) and (V',Q’) be quadratic spaces over
a field F and f and f' be respective associated quadratic 
forms. Then V=V' if and only if f=f'.
All of the definitions to follow will be stated in
terms of quadratic forms. Similar definitions exist in
terms of quadratic space.
Let f(x-|,...,xn ) = Z aijXiXj and g ( y 1 , . . . , ym ) =
i , J
Z b^y^-y^ be quadratic forms over a field F. The sum f+g 
k , I
is defined as the form ( f+g )( x xn , y y m ) =
f ( x-j , . . . , xn ) + g ( y i , . . . , ym ) , and the product f g is defined
vi
as the form ( f • g )( z ■] 1 , z i 2 » • • • > z 1 , . . . , z 1 , z j-j 2 » • • • > z n m ) —
Eaijb^^Zi^Zjj^. If n is a positive integer, we will denote 
by n*g the form q + q + ... + q (n times). If q=q-|+q2 > Qi 
and q2 are called subforms of q.
f=a-|X- |2 is a 1 - d imens i onal form. Every form f is 
equivalent to a sum of 1 -dimensional forms denoted by
f=<a-|> + <a2 > + ... + < a n > = < a-j , a2 , . . . , an> . This diagonal
representation is not unique. We will only consider forms 
f = <a 1 ,a2 ,...,an> with a^^O for all i. These forms are 
called regular or non-singu1a r . Equivalently, a quadratic 
space (V , Q ) with symmetric bilinear form B is regular if for
x e V, B(x,y) = 0 for all yeV implies that x=0.
If f = <a 1 ,a2 ,...,an> is a regular form over F, then
the dimension of f is defined as dim(f) = n. The
n  - o  * * 5determinant of f is defined as det f = n a^F^ e F / F d and
i= 1
is well-defined modulus F2 .
Let f be an n-dimensional form over F. If there exist 
b 1 ,b2 , ...,bn e F such that f (b 1 ,b2 »• . . »bn ) = b, then it is 
said that b is a value of f or that f represents b over F. 
The value set of f, denoted D(f), is the set of non-zero
values of f. Equivalent forms have the same value set, and
D(f) is a union of cosets of F 2 called square classes. If 
beD(f), then there exist b2 »b3 ,...,bn e F such that f =
<b ,b 2 .b3 >• • ■ »bn> • D (f ) = F (the multiplicative group of
non-zero elements of F), f is called universal.
An n-dimensional form f is isotropic over F if there 
exist a-|,a2 ,...,an e F, not all zero, such that 
f ( a-| , a2 , . . . , an ) = 0. Otherwise, f is anisotropic over F.
For example x^-y2 s <1 ,-i> is isotropic over any field F. 
This quadratic form is called the hyperbolic plane. A form 
f is isotropic if and only if <1 ,— 1> is a subform of f. The 
following is the Witt Decomposition Theorem.
Theorem 0.2: Any regular form f over F can be written
f = n<1 ,-1 > + f f where f' is an anisotropic form and n is a 
non-negative integer. Moreover, n is unique and f ' is 
unique (up to equivalence).
Also, beD(f) if and only if f+<-b> is isotropic, and if 
f is isotropic then f is universal.
The following is another important theorem of Witt.
Theorem 0 . 3 ( Witt Cancellation Theorem): Let f-| , f 2 be
quadratic forms over a field F and let g-|,g2 be regular
quadratic forms over F with g-|=g2 - If fi+gi = ? 2  + & 2 ’ then
fl=f2 .
The set of similarity factors of a form f over F,
denoted G(f), is defined by G(f) = {aeF| <a>f = f}. G(f) is
actually a group. An anisotropic form f is called 
multiplicative if G(f) = D(f). An isotropic form is called
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multiplicative if it is a sum of hyperbolic planes. So the 
value set of a multiplicative form is a group. The form 
< 1 , a-j >•< 1 , a2 > *..••< 1 , an> is called an n-fold Pfister form.
A 2-fold Pfister form is also called a quaternion form. A 
Pfister form is a multiplicative form.
A field F is called non-real if -1 e D(n<1>) for some 
positive integer n. Otherwise the field F is real. A field 
F is real if and only if F is ordered. If F is a non-real
field, the level of F is defined as s(F) =
min{neN| -1eD(n<1>)}, and the u-invariant of F is defined as 
u (F )=min{neN| every form of dimension at least n+1 is 
isotropic}, which may be °°. Clearly s(F) _< u(F).
A field F is called a C-field if there is a 1-1
correspondence between the anisotropic forms over F and 
their value sets. Thus if F is a C-field, there exists a 
unique anisotropic universal form over F. Cordes showed in 
[M] that if F is a field with u(F) < ® which has exactly one 
anisotropic universal form and if D (<p) cr D (ip) for 
anisotropic <j) and ty, then <j> i s a subform of ip. In 
particular, F is a C-field.
Another useful result is
Lemma 0.H : If F is a field with a,beF, then D<1 ,a> H D<1 ,b>
e D<1,-ab>.
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An algebra A over a field F is a vector space over F 
which also has a ring structure with multiplicative identity 
1A satisfying a(xy) = (ax)y = x(ay) for every x.yeA and 
for every cteF. An algebra A is a division algebra if A is a 
division ring. The center of A is {xeA| xy = yx, for every 
yeA}. A is said to be central if the center of A is equal 
to F»1^. A is said to be simple if A as a ring contains no 
two-sided ideals other than {0} and A. Mn (F) = 
jnxn matrices over f } is a central, simple algebra of F.
Theorem 0.5 (Wedderburn): Let A be a finite dimensional
central, simple algebra over F. Then there exists a 
central, simple division algebra D and an integer n such 
that A = Mn (F) D (algebra isomorphism). Moreover, n is 
unique and D is unique up to isomorphism.
D is called the division algebra component of A. Two 
central, simple algebras over F are defined to be equivalent 
if their division algebra components are isomorphic. This 
is an equivalence relation, and these equivalence classes 
form a group under tensor product ® called the Brauer group.
Let a,beF and A=[a,b] be the quaternion F-algebra on
two generators i,j with the defining relations: i 2 = a , j 2 = b ,
and i j = — j i. Then A is four-dimensional over F with basis 
{1 , i , j , k = ij } . For x = a + Bi + Yj + 6k e A, define the
conjugate of x to be x  = a~(gi + Yj + 6 k ) .  Define the trace
x
T : A -> F and the norm N : A ■+ F as follows: T(x) = x + x and
N(x) = x*x, for every xeA. B: AxA ■* F defined by B(x,y) =
^T(xy) is a symmetric bilinear form on A. So (A,Q) is a
quadratic space where Q: A ■* F is defined by Q(x) = B(x,x)
for every xeA. The quadratic form associated with (A,Q) is 
Q(x) = B(x,x) = %T(xx) = % 2 xx = xx = N(x). So the norm is 
a quadratic form on A. The quadratic space (A,Q) is regular 
and the associated form is equivalent to <1 ,-a ,-b ,ab>.
Quaternion algebras are central, simple algebras and 
thus are elements of the Brauer group. The following are a 
few results concerning quaternion algebras in the Brauer 
group:
(1 ) [a ,b] [a , c] = [a,be].
(2) [a,b] = 1 if and only if 1 e D<a,b>.
(3) If [a,a’] = [b ,b ’], then there exists xeF such that
[a,a'] = [a,x] and [b,b'] = [b,x].
Let m(F) denote the number of quaternion algebras in the 
Brauer group.
Kaplansky in [8 ] defined the radical of a field F, 
denoted R(F), as the set of all aeF such that 1eD<a,b> for 
all beF. Equivalent definitions include:
( 1 ) R(F) = { a eF| D <1 , -a> = F } .
(2) R(F) = |aeF| [a,b] = 1 for every beF}.
(3) R(F) = n .D <1 ,-a> .
aeF
x i
R(F) is a subgroup of F containing F^. Also, the value set 
of a form of dimension greater than one is the union of 
cosets of the radical. Kaplansky also introduced a 
generalized Hilbert field as a field F in which there exist 
at most two 2 -diraensional forms of determinant d for every 
deF and at least two 2-dimensional forms of determinant d 
for some deF. Kaplansky showed that if F is a generalized
Hilbert field with | F/R(F)| = 2, then F is a real field with
positive elements P(F) = R(F) = D < 1 , 1 > .  Let q be a form
with dim q >_ 2 over such a field F. If D(q) n P(F) *  0 ,
then 1 e D(q) and if D(q) - P(F) *  0 ,  then -1 e D(q). 
Kaplanskly also showed that if F is a generalized Hilbert 
field with | F/R(F)| > 2, then F is a non-real field with
| F / D < 1 , a > |  _< 2 for every a e F .  This implies that m(F) = 2.
Other results for such a field F include:
(1) There exists a unique 3 -dimensional anisotropic 
form q of determinant d for every deF, and D(q) = F-(-d R).
(2) There exists an anisotropic 4-dimensional form of 
determinant d if and only if d e R(F).
Let q(F) denote the number of square classes of F, 
i.e., q(F) = | F/F^J which may be °°. F is quadratically 
closed if every element is a square, i.e., q(F) = 1.
Let f = <a 1 ,a2 ,...,an> be a regular form. The Hasse
invariant of f is defined to be S(f) = 7r[ai,aj] where the
i< j
x i i
multiplication is taken in the Brauer group. If f=g, then 
S(f) = S(g).
An elemente xeF is defined to be totally positive if x 
is positive in all possible (if any) orderings of F. x is 
totally positive if and only if x is a sum of squares in F.
A field is said to be pythagorean if every sum of 
squares is a square. A field F is pythagorean and non-real 
if and only if F is quadratically closed. A real field F 
satisfies the Strong Approximation Property (SAP) if for any 
two disjoint closed sets A,B of orderings of F, there exists 
aeF such that a>0 at all orderings of A and a<0 at all 
orderings of B. A real field F is said to be 
super-pythagorean if q(F) = 2n < ® and F has 2n_  ̂ orderings 
(the maximum number of orderings).
The classification question is an important problem in 
the study of quadratic forms. That is, given a field F, 
what are the invariants that classify the quadratic forms 
over F? Although the question has not been answered in 
general, the classification problem has been solved for 
several specific types of fields, as evidenced by the 
following theorems.
Theorem 0.6: Quadratic forms over a field F are classified
by the dimension if and only if F is quadratical1y closed.
The following is a generalization of Theorem 0.6.
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Theorem 0.7: Quadratic forms over a field F are classified
by the dimension and the total signature (with respect to 
all orderings of F) if and only if F is pythagorean.
Theorem 0.8: Quadratic forms over a field F are classified
by dimension and determinant if and only if the u-invariant 
is at most 2 if and only if there is exactly one quaternion 
algebra.
Again, a generalization follows.
Theorem 0.9: Quadratic forms over F are classified by
dimension, determinant, and the total signature if and only
if all binary forms which represent 1 , represent all totally 
positive elements of F.
Theorem 0.10: Quadratic forms over F are classified by
dimension, determinant, and the Hasse invariant if and only
if all quaternion forms are universal.
Finally, a generalization of Theorem 0.10 follows.
Theorem 0.11: Quadratic forms over F are classified by
dimension, determinant, Hasse invariant, and the total 
signature if and only if all quaternion forms represent all 
totally positive elements of F.
xiv
In [13], Solow defined the square class invariant for 
quadratic forms over a field. In [13], [14], and [15] she 
showed that the square class invariant classifies quadratic 
forms over each of the following classes of fields:
(1 ) Quadratically closed fields.
(2) Real closed fields.
(3) Finite fields.
(4) Pythagorean fields which satisfy the strong 
approximation property and which have a finite number of 
square classes.
(5) Superpythagorean fields.
(6 ) Iterated power series fields over a field K, where 
K is of type (4) or (5) above.
(7 ) Non-dyadic p-adic fields.
(8 ) C-fields.
Solow also showed that the square class invariant and 
determinant classify quadratic forms over a field F with 
l2p = o «u(F) _< 2 and over dyadic p-adic fields. Shapiro and 
Lam showed in [12] that if F is a pythagorean field with a 
finite number of square classes then the square class 
invariant classifies quadratic forms over F if and only if F 
is a field of type (4), (5), or (6 ) above. In Chapter 1, we
will try to determine exactly when the square class 
invariant classifies quadratic forms over a field, depending 
on the level of the field. We will also examine whether the
xv
square class invariant and determinant classify quadratic 
forms over a generalized Hilbert field, a field with four 
quaternion algebras, and a field with finite u-invariant 
equal to half of the number of square classes.
It is known that the number of quaternion algebras of a 
field F serves as an upper bound for | F / D d , - a > |  for every 
a e F .  It is then easy to see that a field F has exactly one 
quaternion algebra if and only if j F / D < 1 , - a > |  = 1 for every
a e F  if and only if the u-invariant of F is at most 2 .  
Kaplansky showed in [8 ] that a field F has exactly two 
quaternion algebras if and only if | F / D < 1 , ~ a > |  _< 2 for every
a e F  and equality holding for some a e F .  Thus the next 
reasonable question to ask is the following: If F is a 
field with | F / D < 1 , - a > |  < 4 for every a e F  and equality 
holding for some a e F ,  does F have exactly four quaternion 
algebras? We will examine this question in Chapter 2 .
xvi
CHAPTER I
The Square Class Invariant
Solow introduced the square class invariant in [13].
She showed that the square class invariant or the square 
class invariant and the determinant classify quadratic forms 
over some particular fields. In this chapter, we will de­
termine the fields over which the square class invariant 
classifies quadratic forms.
Definition 1.1. Let q be a quadratic form over a field F. 
The square class invariant for q is a function mq : F/F2-*2 
given by mq (aF2 ) = n where q = n<a> + p and a^D(p).
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a field with s(F) = 1. Then the 
square class invariant classifies forms over F if and only 
if F is a C-field.
Proof: Assume the square class invariant classifies forms
over F. Suppose f and g are anisotropic forms with D(f) = 
D(g). If nif (a) 2 2 ^or some aeF, then <a,a> = <a,~a> =
<1 ,-1> is a subform of f and thus f is isotropic. So mf < 1
and similarly mg _< 1 (that is, mf (a) < 1 and mg (a) _< 1 , for
all aeF). Thus D(f) = {aeF|mp(a) = 1} and D(g) = {aeFjmg (a)
= 1}. But D (f ) = D (g ) . Hence, mp = mg which implies f = g. 
Thus F is a C-field.
2
Now assume F is a C-field. Suppose f and g are forms 
over F with mp = mg. Write f = 2 n< 1 > + f' where n is a 
nonnegative integer, and dim f' = 0 or dim f f 1 and f' is 
anisotropic. If dim f' = 0, then assume mpt = 0. If dim f' 
1 , then mf i < 1 since s=1 and f' is anisotropic. Simi­
larly write g = 2 k<1 > + g' where k is a non-negative inte­
ger, and dim g ’ = 0 or dim g ’ _> 1 and g 1 is anisotropic. 
Again mg» _< 1. Without loss of generality, assume k _< n . 
Then for every aeF, mp(a) = 2n + mpt(a) _< 2n + 1 and mg(a) =
2k + mg »(a) < 2k + 1. So 0 = mf(a) - mg(a) = 2(n-k) +
mfi(a) - mg i(a). Thus mg i(a) = 2(n-k) + mp»(a) < 1. Hence
n=k and mg »(a) = mpi(a) for every aeF. Thus D(f') = D(g').
But F is a C-field, so f' = g'. Thus since n=k and f 1 = g', 
f = g. Hence the square class invariant classifies forms 
over F . □
Theorem 1.3• Let F be a C-field with s(F) = 2 and u(F)<®. 
Then the square class invariant classifies quadratic forms 
over F .
Proof: Suppose  ̂ and $ are forms over F with m^ = m ^ .
First, suppose  ̂ and p are both anisotropic. Since D ( )  =
{ aeF| m^ ( a )_> 1} and D ( p ) = {aeFlm^a) > 1 } , D (ip) =
D (t{) ) . Thus ^ = <|> since F is a C-field.
Now suppose ip is isotropic and (j> is anisotropic. Since 
ip is isotropic, ij; is universal and m ^ a )  _> 1 for 
every aeF. If m(j1(a ) 3 for some aeF, then <a,a,a>
3
is a subform of <p. But <a,a,a> = <a,~a,~a> = <1,-1, ~a> 
since s = 2. But this contradicts <j) being anisotropic. Thus 
m^Ca) < 2 for every aeF. Then 1 < m^(a) = m^Ca) < 2
for every aeF. Now suppose there exists a form * such that
ip = < 1 , — 1 > + ip' and let aeD(ip’). Then <1 ,-1 ,a> = <a,-a,a> = 
<-a,-a,-a> is a subform of ip. But m^(-a) < 2 .  So ip =
<1,-1> and m^ = m^ = 1. Since F is a C-field, <j> must be the 
unique anisotropic universal form. So <1,1> is a subform of 
<p, since u(F)<°°. This follows from Proposition 5.3 in [4]. 
But this contradicts m^ = 1 . Thus it cannot occur that ip is 
isotropic and cj) is anisotropic.
Finally, suppose both ip and cp are isotropic. Write tp = 
2 n <1 ,-1 > + ip 1 and <j> = 2 k< 1 , — 1 > + <p * where n and k are non­
negative integers, dim ip ’ = 0 or dim ip 1 >. 1 and m\p * ( 1 ) £ 3 ,
and dim <p1 = 0 or dim < j >' >_ 1 and i ( 1 ) _< 3. If dim ip ’ = 0, 
let m^t = 0 and if dim 1 = 0, let m^ * = 0. In any case, 
m^tCa) _< 3 and m^tCa) _< 3 for every aeF. Thus m^(a) = 4n +
m^i(a) < 4n + 3 and m^ ( a ) = 4k + m^iCa) < 4n + 3 for all aeF.
Without loss of generality, assume k _< n . Then for every 
aeF, 0 = m^Ca) - m^Ca) = 4(n-k) + m^i(a) - m^iCa). Thus
m^iCa) = 4(n-k) + m^tCa) < 3 • Hence n = k and m^t = t.
If ipT and <p ’ are anisotropic, then \p ’ = <p1 by the first part
of this proof. Hence ip = tp. Also by the first part of this
proof, it cannot occur that one of ip * and <p' is isotropic
and the other is anisotropic. Now suppose that ip' and cp'
are both isotropic. Since m^t _< 3 , « £ 3 , and s(F) = 2,
4
ip' = < 1 , — 1 > + f and ij)' = < 1 , — 1 > + g, where f and g are
anisotropic (or dim f = 0 or dim g = 0). Now, aeD(f) iff
< 1 , — 1 > + <a> is a subform of ip * iff <a,-a> + <a> =
<-a,-a,-a> is a subform of ip' . Thus D(f) = {aeF| m^ » ( - a ) = 3 } .
Similarly, D(g) = {aeF| m^tC-a) = 3 }. But since m^t = m ^ 1 ,
D (f ) = D(g). Thus f = g since F is a C-field. Thus xp * = ’
and \J> = <p • □
Theorem 1.^ . Let F be a field with s(F) = 2. If the square 
class invariant classifies the quadratic forms over F, then 
F is a C-field.
Proof: Suppose F is not a C-field. Then there exists aniso­
tropic forms f g with D(f) = D(g). Let f' = <1,~1> + f and
g' = <1 , — 1> + g. Consider m f 1 . If there exists aeF such
that mf 1 (a) 4, then 4<a> = 2 < 1 , — 1 > is a subform of f'.
Hence by Witt's Cancellation Theorem, <1 , — 1> is a subform of 
f. But f is anisotropic. Thus mpt < 3 .
mpt (a) = 3 iff f' = 3 <a> + <p , for some form $ iff f' =
<a,-a,-a> + <p = < 1 , — 1 > + <-a> + <p iff f = <-a> + cp by Witt's
Cancellation Theorem iff -aeD(f).
mpi(a) = 2 iff f' = 2 <a> + <f> and a (cp) , for some form 
<) iff <~a> + f = <a> + <j> and a^D((p) iff aeD[<-a> + f] and 
-a^D(f) iff aeD[<-a>+f] - D(-f).




3 , if -aeD(f)
2 , if aeD[<-a>+f]-D(-f)
1 , if a£D[<-a>+f]
Similarly, 3 , if -aeD(g)
m ei(a) = <2 , if aeD[<-a>+g]-D(- g )
1 , if a£D[<-a>+g].
Since D(f) = D(g), D(-f) = D(-g) and D[<-a>+f] = D[<-a>+g], 
for every aeF. So mpt s mg'» but f ' ¥  S '  since f f g. But 
this contradicts the fact that the square class invariant 
classifies forms over F. Hence F must be a C-field. □
Solow [13] showed that the square class invariant clas­
sifies forms over the following pythagorean fields:
(1) Pythagorean fields F which satisfy the strong ap­
proximation property and for which q(F) < <».
(2) Superpythagorean fields.
(3) Iterated power series fields over a field K, where 
K is of type 1 or 2 above.
Shapiro and Lam [12] showed that Solow's results include all 
the pythagorean fields with finite square class group for 
which the square class invariant classifies forms. Further­
more, Shapiro and Lam extended the results to pythagorean 
fields with finitely many real-valued places. They proved 
that if K is a pythagorean field with only finitely many
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real-valued places, then the square class invariant clas­
sifies forms over K if and only if K is equivalent to an
iterated power series field over k, where k is some SAP 
Pythagorean field.
The following considers non-pythagorean field with s(F)
> H.
Theorem 1.5. Let F be a non-pythagorean field with s(F) i<. 
Then the square class invariant does not classify forms over 
F.
Proof: Since F is not pythagorean, D< 1 ,1 > * F^. Let
aeD<1,1> - F2 . Consider f = <1 , — 1 , —1> and g = <1,-1,-a>.
Both f and g are isotropic and thus universal, so mf > 1 and 
mg 1 . Suppose mf (a) = 3 for some acF. Then 
< 1 ,-1 , - 1 > = <a,a,a>
=^  det ( < 1 , - 1  , - 1 > ) = det(<a,a,a>)
=£ a eF 2 .
So <1,-1,-1> s <1,1,1>. Thus by Witt's Cancellation 
Theorem, < — 1 , — 1 > = <1,1> and -1eD<1,1>. This contradicts 
s(F) _> Thus 1 _< mf (a) < 2, for every aeF.
Let us determine when mf is equal to 2. 
mf (a) = 2 <1 ,-1 ,- 1 > = <a,a,1 >
< - 1  , - 1 >  = < a , a >
&  -aeD<1 , 1>
Thus
mf (a) =
2 , i f -aeD<1 ,1> 
1 , otherwise
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Now suppose trig(a) = 3> for some aeF. Then <1,-1,-<x> = 
<a,a,a>. Thus det ( < 1 , - 1 ,-<x> ) = det ( < a , a , a> ) . So aeaF2 and 
<1,-1,-a> = <a,a ,a > . This implies that <a,-a,-a> = <a,a,a> 
and that -1eD<1,1>. This contradicts s(F) >_ . Thus 1 £
m g ( a ) _< 2, for every a e F .
Let us determine when mg is equal to 2. 
mg (a) = 2 <1 ,-1 , ~a> = <a,a,a>
<£> <a,-a,~a> = <a,a,a>
#  < - a , - a> = <a,a>
-aaeD< 1 , 1 >
-aeD<1,1> since aeD<1,1>
Thus
e 2 , if - a eD <1 , 1>
1 , otherwise.
Hence mf = mg. But f ^ g since det f * det g. So the 
square class invariant does not classify forms over F. □
m o- ( a )
We have just shown that the square class invariant 
alone fails to classify forms over non-pythagorean fields 
with s >_ 4. The following theorem shows that the square 
class invariant coupled with the determinant does classify 
forms over a specific type of field.
Theorem 1.6. Let F be a generalized Hilbert field. Assume
also that if s(F) = 1, then H(F) = F2 and that if s(F) = 2,
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then -1 i  R(F). Then the square class invariant and deter­
minant classify quadratic forms over F.
Proof: Case 1: Suppose | F/R| = 2. Then F is a real field
with P(F) = R = D <1 ,1>. Let f be a quadratic form over F
with mf( 1 ) = k, mf(- 1 ) = j, and det f = d.
(i) Assume k=j = 0. Thus ±1^D(f). Since D (<p) n { 1,-1 } *  
0 for any binary form q>, dim f= 1 and f = <d> with d * ±1 .
(ii) Assume j=0 and k>0. Then f = k<1> + f' where
±1^D(f’). Again, since D (<p) p { 1 , - 1 } * 0 for any binary
form ip, dim f 1 £ 1. If dim f' = 1, then f' = <d>. But
1^D(f'). So dim f 1 = 1 if and only if d * 1. Also if dim
f' = 1 then d>0, otherwise, D<1,d> H -P * 0 =4 -1eD<1,d> c 
D ( f  ) .
' k<1 > , if d = 1
k<1 > + <d> , if d * 1
and in either case, d > 0 .
(iii) Assume k=0 and j>0. Then f = j<-1> + f' where
±1^D(f'). Since D (<j>) p {1 , — 1 } *  0 for any binary form <p,
dim f* < 1. If dim f' = 1, then f'= <(~1)J d> . But since
±1  ̂D (f * ) , d must not be ±1. So dim f' = 1 o d  * ±1.
Therefore,
, if d = ±1




Consider dim f' = 1 and f ' = <(-1)Jd>. If (—1)Jd>0, then
0 * D(f') n P C D (f ) n P. But dim f > 2. So 1eD(f) which is
a contradiction. Thus (- 1)Jd < 0.
(iv) Assume k 21 1 and j _> 1 . Write f = k<1> + <bi,...,bn>
with 1 ̂ D<b-| , . . . , bn> . Then n > 1, otherwise D(f) r  P. If
all the bi's are positive, then again D(f) cr P. So some b^ 
is negative, say b-| < 0. Now suppose some other bj is posi­
tive, say b2 > 0. Then D<bi»b2> = t>i D<l,b-|b2> = F since
-b-]b2 t  P = R(F). Then 1eD<b-|,b2> er D<b^,...,bn> which is a
contradiction. So bj[ < 0, for all 1 _< i < n. So 
D<b-],...,bn> c -P. By the result mentioned in the
1 ntr oduc t ion^ -1 € D < b , . . . , bn> , if n > 2. Thus <b-|,...,bn> = 
<-1 ,b2 ',...,bn '> and D<b2 ',...,bn 1> c "P. So again 
-1eD<b2 '..... t'n^- Continuing, we can write f = k<1 > +
(n—1)<—1> + <b> for some b < 0. Since -b > 0, ~beR and
D <1 ,b> = F. Thus <1 ,b> = So f = (k-1 ) <1> + n<-1>
+ <-b> and - 1 [(k- 1 ) < 1 > + <-b>] c P. Thus n=j and
f = k<1> + (j — 1 )< —1> + <b>. Since det f = d, b = (-1)J_ 1 d.
Therefore, f = k<1> + (j-1)<-1> + d>. Note that if
j= 1 and k>_1 , then d<0. For if d>0, then D(f) =
D[k< 1 > + <d>] c P which contradicts j=1 .
There are two possible overlaps in the above results. 
Let us consider them.
First, suppose f and g are forms with mp(1) = mg(l) = 
k> o , m f (-1) = 0, mg (-1) = 1. and det f * 1. Then by cases 
(ii) and (iv), f s k< 1 > + <det f> and g = k< 1 > + <det g>.
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But it was also shown that in these situations, det f > 0
and det g < 0. So f ? g and there is no overlap here.
Secondly, suppose f and g are forms with mp(l) = o,
mf(-1 ) = mg (-1 ) = j > 0 , mg (1 ) = 1 , det f * ± 1 , and det g =
(~1)J. Then by cases (iii) and (iv), f = j<-1> +
<(-1 )Jdet f> and g = <1 > + (j- 1 )<— 1 > + det g> =
<1> + (j— 1 )< — 1> + <~1> = j<-1> + <1>. But it was also shown 
that (-1)j det f < 0. So f ? g and there is no overlap 
here.
Case 2: Suppose | F/R| > 2. Then F is a nonreal field with
u(F) = A and m(F) = 2. Also assume that if s(F) = 1, then
R = F2 , and if s(F) = 2, then -1^R. In the Introduction, 
several results pertaining to these generalized Hilbert 
fields were recorded. These results will be used below.
(i) Assume s=1 and R = F2 .
First, suppose det f = 1 . Write f = mp(1)<1> + f' and 
mp(l) = 2 n + k where n is a non-negative integer and k= 0 or 
1 . Since det f = 1 , either dim f ' = 0 or dim f ' _> 1 and 
det f' = 1. If dim f' = 0, then f = mp(1)<1> and mf(a) = 2n 
for every a i  F2 . Now consider dim f ' >_ 1 . Since u=*l and 
lefD(f’), dim f' < 3 . If dim f' = 1, then f' = <det f'> = <1>. 
But l^D(f'). So dim f'^1. If dim f'=2, then f  = <a,a> 
since det f ’=1. But then 1eD(f') since s=1. So dim f ' * 2 .  
Can dim f'=3? Yes, there does exist a unique 3 ~dimensional 
anisotropic form f' with det f'=1 and D(f') = F - F^. Let 
oteF - F2 . Then f' = <a,8 ,aB> with B£D<1,ct> and f =
( 2n+ k ) <1 > + <a , 8 , a 8 > • Then rrif(a) = 2n + 1 since
a^D<B,ag>(if k = 0) and a <1 ,g,a 3>(if k=1). In summary, if 
det f = 1 , then either f = mf< 1 >< 1 > = (2 n + k)< 1 > or 
f = mf( 1 )<1 > + f' = (2 n+k)<1 > + f T where f' is the unique 
anisotropic 3~dimensional form of determinant 1. But for 
a f  F^, mf(a) = 2 n in the first case and mp(a) = 2 n + 1 in 
the second case. So the square class invariant distin­
guishes these two possibilities.
Now suppose det f = d * 1. Write f = mp(d)<d> + f ' and 
m-f(d) = 2 n + k where n is a non-negative integer and k = 0 or 
1 . If k = 0, then dim f' >_ 1 and det f' = det f. If dim f' = 
1, then f* = <det f ’> = <d> which contradicts d^D(f'). So 
dim f' * 1. If dim f' = 2, then f' = <a,ad> with affD<1,d>. 
There exists a unique 3~dimensional anisotropic form f' of 
determinant d with d^D(f'). In fact, D(f') = f - df’̂ > So
f' = <1,a,ad> with a^D<l,d>. So if det f = d * 1 and mp(d)
is even, then f'= <a,ad> with a^D<1 ,d> or f ' = <1 ,a ,ad> with 
a^D<l,d>. We will now use mp(1) to distinguish between 
these two possibilities for f'. If mp(1) = 2n, then 
f 1 = <a,ad> and if mp(1) = 2n + 1, then f' = <1,a,ad>. In 
summary, if det f ^1 and mp(d) = 2 n, then either f= mp(d)<d>
+ <a,ad> or f = mp(d)<d> + <1,a,ad>, for a^D<1,d>. But 
mf( 1 ) = 2 n in the first case and mf( 1 ) = 2 n + 1 in the 
second case. So the square class invariant distinguishes 
these two possibilities.
Now if k=1 , then dim f ' = 0 or dim f ' >_ 1 and det f ' =
1. If dim f 1=1, then f' = <1>. If dim f' = 2, then
f' = <a,a> = <1,1> which is universal since s=1. But this
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contradicts d^D(f'). So dim f'*2. If dim f'=3, then D(f')
= F - F2 . But again this contradicts d^D(f'). So dim.f'*3 . 
So if det f = d 4 F2 and mf(d) is odd, then f = mf(d)<d> = 
(2n+1)<d> or f = mf(d)<d> + <1> = (2n+1)<d> + <1>. Again we 
will use mf( 1 ) to distinguish between these two possibil­
ities for f. If mf(1) = 2n, then f = mf(d)<d> = (2n+1)<d>
and if mf( 1 ) = 2 n + 1 , then f = mf(d)<d> + <1 > = (2 n+ 1 )<d> +
<1 > .
Let us list again the possibilities for f if s=1 and 
R = F2 . If det f = 1, then f = mf(1)<1> if mf(a) is even for 
every a^F2 , and f = mp(l)<l> + f', where f' is the unique 
3 -dimensional anisotropic form of determinant 1 , if mf(a) is 
odd for every a^F2 . If d = det f * 1, there are four possi­
bilities for f. f = mf (d)<d> + <a,ad>, where asfD<l ,d>, if 
mp(d) is even and mp( 1 ) is even; f = mp(d)<d> + < 1 ,a,ad>, 
where a^D<1,d>, if mf(d) is even and mf(1) is odd; f s 
mf(d)<d> if mf(d) is odd and mf( 1 ) is even; f = mf(d)<d> +
<1> if mf(d) is odd and mf(1) is odd. Thus the square class 
invariant and determinant classify forms in this case.
(ii) Assume s=2 and -I^R.
First, assume det f = 1. Write f = mf(1)<1> + f'.
Since det f = 1 , dim f ' = 0 or dim f ' >. 1 and det f ' = 1 .
If dim f' = 1, then f' = <det f’> s <1>. But WD(f'). So
dim f 1 * 1. If dim f 1 = 3 , then f' must be the unique aniso­
tropic 3 -dimensional form of determinant 1 and D(f’) = F - 
(-R). Then leD(f') which is a contradiction. So dim f ' *  3* 
Thus dim f' = 2 since u=4. So f' =r <a ,a> where a^D<1,1>.
Hence f = mf(1)<1> or f = mf(1)<1> + <a,a>. We will 
distinguish these two possibilities by examining mp(a) for 
a^D<1,1>. Write mp(1) = i(n + k where n is a non-negative 
integer and k=0 ,1 ,2 ,3 * For k = 0 ,1 ,2 , nif(a) = Hn if f = 
mf(1)<1> and mf(a) = 4n + 2 if f = mp(1)<1> + <a,a>. This 
follows since a^D<l,1> and s=2. Now consider k=3. Then 
<1,1, 1 > = <1 , - 1 ,-1 > = <a,~a , ~1> and a^D<-ot,-1> since
a^D<1,1>. Thus mf(a) = ^n + 1 if f = mf(1)<1> and mp(a) =
itn + 3 if f = mf(1)<1,1> + <a,a>. Summarizing, if det f =
1 , then f = mf(l)<l> if mf(a) = 0 , 1  (mod H) for every 
o^D<1,1> and f = mf (1)<l> + <a,a> if mf(a) *  2,3 (mod H) for 
every a§(D< 1 , 1 > .
Now assume d=det f * 1 . Write f = mp(d)<d> + f 1.
Suppose mp(d) is even. Then dim f* >_ 1 and det f'=d. But
dim f' * 1 , otherwise deD(f') = D<d>. If dim f ’ = 3 , then 
f ’ is the unique anisotropic 3 - dimensional form of deter- 
minant d and D(f') = F - (-dR). Then deD(f'), which is a 
contradiction. So dim f '* 3 . If dim f' = 2, then f' = 
<a,ad> where a^D<1,d>, (which can occur if and only if 
-d£R). Hence, if mp(d) is even, then f = mp(d)<d> + <a,ad> 
where a & D<1 ,d>.
Suppose mf(d) = 4n + 1 where n is a non-negative 
integer and deD<1,l>. Then dim f ' = 0 or dim f* >. 1 and 
det f' = 1. If dim f 1 = 1 , then obviously f' = <1>. If
dim f' = 2, then f' = <ct,ct> for a^D<1,l>. If dim f» = 3, 
then f' is the unique anisotropic 3 -dimensional form of 
determinant 1 and D(f') = F - (-R) . Since d^D(f'), this can
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occur if and only if -deR. Then f' = <1,a,a> where a^D<l,l>. 
Hence there are four possibilities for f: 
f = (im+ 1 ) <d> 
f = ( Hn+ 1 ) <d> + <1 >
f = (Mn+1)<d> + <a,a>, where a^D<l,1>
f = (iln+1)<d> + <1,a,a>, where a^D<1,1> and -deR.
We can distinguish these four possibilities by considering
mf(-d) and mf (a) for a^D<l,1 >. Obviously, -d,a?!D<d>. So 
mf(-d) = 4n = mf (a) if f = (itn+1)<d>. deD<1,1> =4 ~deD<1 ,1 >
=4 -1eD<1,d> =4 -deD<1,d > . So m f(-d) = 4n + 1 if f = 
(4n+1)<d> + <1>. Also nif(a) = Hn + m<i,d>(a) < + 1 if
f = (4n+1 )<d> + <1 >. -deD<d,a,a> » <d,a,a> = <-d,B,-g> =
<-d , 1 , -1> s <-d,d,-d>« <a,a> = <-d,-d> = < 1 , 1 > « aeD<1,1>.
So -d^D<d,a,a> and mf(-d) = 4n if f = (i<n+1)<d> + < a , a > .  
Obviously, mf (a) = i)n + 2 if f = (^n+1)<d> + <a,a>. Since 
s= 2 , m<d , 1 ,a,a>(-d) > 2 if and only if m <d f •, > a # a> ( d ) > 2 .
But then deD<1,ct,a>, which will not occur if -deR. So 
mp(-d) = iJn + 1 if f = (lJn+1)<d> + <1,a,a> and -deR. Also 
mf(a) = Mn + 2 + m<-|>d>(a) = + 3 if f = (*ln+1 )<d> +
<1,a,a> and -deR. Therefore the following chart indicates 
the possibilities for f and the corresponding values of 
mf(-d) and mf(a), where a^D<1,1>, if d = det f * 1, 
deD<1,1>, and mf(d) = ^n + 1.
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(4n+1)<d>
f m f (-d) 
4n
mf ( g ) 
*4n
( 4 n+ 1 )< d> + <g,a>
(14 n+ 1 )<d> + <1 > 4n+ 1 i 4n + m < - | >c l > ( a )  < 4 n  + 1 
4n+2
(4n+1)<d> + <1 ,a ,a> 4n+1 4n+3
(with -deR)
So mf(-d) and mf(a) together distinguish the four possi­
bilities.
Now suppose nif (d) = 4n + 3 where n is a non-negative 
integer and deD<1,l>. As above, there are four possibil­
ities for f:
f =? ( Hn+3) <d>
f s (Mn+3 )<d> + <1 >
f = (4n+3)<d> + <a,a>, where a^D<1,1>
f = (4n+3)<d> + <1,a,a>, where a/£D<1,1> and -deR.
Again we will distinguish these four possibilities by con­
sidering mf(-d) and mf(a) for <d,d,d> = <d,-d,-d>
= <1,-1, ~8 > = <a,-a,”d>. aeD<-g,-d> = ~a D<1,ad> 
-1eD<1,ad>o -adeD<1,1>«% aeD<1 ,1> since -deD<1 ,1>. But 
a^D<1,1>. So mf(-d) = Hn  + 2 a n d  mf(g) = *ln + 1 if f = 
(4Jn+3)<d>. deD< 1 , 1 > ==$ ~1eD<d,d>=4 -deD<1 ,d>. So <d,d,d,1>
= <-d,-d,d,1> = <-d,- d ,- d ,-1>. Thus mf(-d) = Mn + 3 if f = 
(4n+3)<d> + <1>. Obviously mf (a) = 4n + ,d,d,d>((:x) if f
= (lln+3 )<d> + <1 >. Note: -deD<d,a,a> ^<d,a,a> = <-d,6 ,-g>
= < - d , 1 , - 1 > = <- d , d , - d> = < d , d , d> <$ <a,a> = <d,d> = < 1 ,1 >. 
But a^D< 1 ,1>. So -d^D<d,a,a>. Thus mf(-d) = H n + 2 if f= 
(4jn+3)<d> + <a,a>. If f = (4n+3)<d> + < a , g > ,  then mf(a) =
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mf(a)=4n + 2 + m 3 <d>(“ )' But m 3 <d>^a ) was shown above to 
equal 1. So mf(a) = 4n+3. Consider <d ,d ,d ,1,a ,a> with -deR 
Then < d , d , d , 1 , a , a> = <-d,-d ,-d ,-1,a ,a > . -deD<-l,a,a> « 
<-1,a,a> = <-d,g,gd> for some g. Then <~1,a,a> = <-d,1,d> 
since -deR. So <-1,a,a> = <-1,1,1> « <a,a> = <1,1>. But 
oc jzfD < 1 , 1 > . So -d£D<-1 , a, a> and mf (-d) = J|n + 3 if f = 
(^n+3)<d> + <1,a,a> and -deR. Obviously, mf(a) = i|n + 2 + 
m <1,d,d,d>(a) > + 3 if f = (4n+3)<d> + <1,a,a>. Still
assuming -deR, jCl,ci,ci> (cx) = 3 » <1 ,d,d,d> = <a,a,a,ctd> = 
<a,a,1,d> » <d,d> = <a,a> » <1,1> = <a,a>. But aj£D<1,1>.
So m < 1 ,d,d,d>(“ ) < 2 if -deR.
Therefore, the following chart indicates the possibil­
ities for f and the corresponding values of mp(-d) and 
mf(a), where a£D<1,1>, if d = det f * 1, deD<1 ,1 >, and mp(d) 
= 4n + 3.
(iln+3 ) <d> 
(iJn+3)<d> + <1>









^n + rn<1 , d, d, d> (a) 
(<4n+2, if -deR)
4n+3
i)n+ 2 + m<-i f d, d, d> (01) 2l ^n+3
So mf(-d) and mf(a) distinguish the four possibilities for 
f .
Now suppose mf(d) = 4n + 1 where n is a non-negative 
integer and dj£D<1,1>. Then dim f' = 0 or dim f * >_ 1 and det f' 
= 1 . If dim f' = 1, then f 1 = <1 > . If dim f ' = 2 , then f ' < 1 , 1 >
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since d^D<l,l>. If dim f'=3, then f' is the unique 
anisotropic 3~dimensional form of determinant 1 and D(f') = 
F-(-R). But d^D < 1 , 1 > => — d jzf D < 1 , 1 > — * -d^R — * d^-R. So 
deD(f'). Thus dim f'*3 . Thus there are three possibilities 
for f :
f = (4n+1)<d> for which mp(l)=4n
f = (An+1 )<d> + <1 > for which mp( 1 ) = Hn + 1
f = (4n+1)<d> + <1 ,1 > for which mp( 1 ) = Hn + 2 .
Thus mp(1) distinguishes these three possibilities.
Suppose mf(d) = 4n + 3 where n is a non-negative inte­
ger and d£D<1,1>. As above, there are three possibilities 
for f:
f = (Mn+3 )<d> 
f = (An+3 )<d> + <1 >
f = (i4n+ 3 ) <d> + <1 , 1 > .
<d,d,d> = <d,-d,-d> = <1,-1,-d> and 1eD<-1,-d> = - 1 D<1,d>
« - 1 eD < 1 , d> o - deD < 1 , 1 > « deD<1,1>. But djz!D<1 ,1 >. So 
1 gfD < — 1 , - d> and m<d,d,d>(1) = 1 •
Thus mf( 1 ) = i»n + 1 if f = (An+3)<d>
mf( 1 ) = i(n + 2 if f = (i4n+3)<d> + <1 >
mf (i) = J4n + 3 if f = (An+3 )<d> + <1 ,1 >
Therefore mf(1) distinguishes the three possibilities for f.
(i i i) assume s= A .
Let aeF. Since u=il, 1eD(iKa>). So 4<a> is a Pfister 
form. Thus G(A<ct>) = D(A<a>) = F and 4<a> = it<6 > for every 
geF. Thus mjj<a>(g) = q, for every ct.geF.
Suppose det f=1. Write f = mf( 1 )<1 > + f' with mp(1) =
4n + k where n is a non-negative integer and k=0 ,1 ,2 , or 3 . 
Then dim f ' = 0 or dim f 1 1 and det f ' = 1 . If dim f ' =
1, then f' = <det f ’> = < 1 >. But 1£D(f’). So dim f' * 1 .
If dim f' = 3 , then f' is the unique anisotropic
3 -dimensional form of determinant 1 and D(f') = F - (-R).
But then 1eD(f') which is a contradiction. So dim f' * 3 .
If dim f' = 2, then f' = <-1,— 1> since 1^D<-1,-1>. So there 
are two possibilities for f: 
f = mf(1 )<1 > 
f = m f ( 1 ) < 1 > + < - -1 , - 1 >
These two possibilities can be distinguished by considering 
mf(-1). Since - 1 < 1 , 1 , 1 > , mf(-1) = Hn if f = mf(1)<1> and
mf(_ 1 ) = ^n + 2 if f = mf( 1 )<1 > +
Now suppose det f=d*1. Write f = mp(d)<d> + f* and
mf(d) = 4n + k where n is a non-negative integer and
k = 0 ,1, 2 , or 3 • If m f ( d ) ■*= 4 n or 14 n + 2, then dim f 1 >_ 1 and
det f' = d. If dim f' = 1, then f' = <det f’> = <d>. But
this contradicts d^D(f'). So dim f' * 1. If dim f' = 3 , 
then f' is the unique anisotropic form of determinant d and 
D(f') = F - (-dR). In particular, deD(f') which is a contra­
diction. So dim f' * 3 . If dim f' = 2, then f' = <a,ad> 
since det f' = d. Since d^D(f'), -d^R and a^D<l,d>.
Now suppose mf(d) = *ln + 1 or Hn + 3 and deD<1,1>.
Then dim f' = 0 or dim f' 1 and det f' = 1. If dim f ’ =
1, then f' = <det f'> = <1>. If dim f' = 2, then f* =
<-1 , — 1> since d£D<-1,-1>. If dim f 1 = 3 , then f' is the
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unique anisotropic 3 -dimensional form of determinant 1 and 
D ( f * ) = F-(-R). But d bD <1 ,1> =£ -d^D <1 ,1> => -d£R =» d£-R 
=» deD(f') which is a contradiction. So dim f' * 3 . So 
there are three possibilities for f: 
f = mf(d )< d> 
f = mf (d)<d> + < 1 > 
f = mf(d )<d> + < - 1 , - 1 >
If mp(d) = i|n + 1, these three possibilities for f can 
be distinguished by considering mp(1) and mf(-d). If 
f = (4n+1)<d>, then mp( 1 ) = Hn = mf(-d). -deD<l,d> »
-1eD < d ,d> = dD <1 , 1 > = D < 1 ,1> . So -d£D<1,d>. Thus mf (-d) = 
*)n and mf(1) = *in + 1 if f = (Mn+1)<d> + <1>. deD<l,1> « 
-1eD<1 ,-d> « 1 eD <d,-1>. So < d , - 1 ,-1> = <1,-d,-1>. 
leD<-d,-1>« - 1 eD <1 , d> 0  -deD<1,1>« -1eD<1,1>. So 
1 ^D <-d , -1 > and m f(1 ) = i|n + 1 if f 2 (4n+1)<d> +
As above, < d , -1,-1> = <1,-d,-1> = <-d,-d,d>. So mf(-d) = 
i)n + 2 if f = (  ̂n+ 1 ) < d> + <-l,-l>.
Therefore, the following chart indicates the possibil­
ities for f and the corresponding values of mp(1 ) and 
mf(-d), if d = det f * 1, deD<1,1>, and mp(d) = ■Hn + 1 .
f mf (1 ) mf(-d)
(4n+ 1 )<d> 4n iJn
(tln+1 )<d> + <1 > Mn+1 4n
(4n+1)<d> + <-1 , - 1 > 4n+ 1 4n+2
Thus mp(i) and mf(-d) distinguish the possibilities for f.
2 0
If mf(d) = + 3 , then these three possibilities for f
can be distinguished by considering mf(-d) alone.
-deD<d,d,d> o <d,d,d> = <-d,f},-g> = <-d,d,-d> « <d,d> = 
<-d,-d> o -1eD<d,d> = D <1 ,1> which contradicts s=4. So 
mf(-d) = J)n if f = (4n+3)<d>. Since u=*», -deD< 1 , d , d , d> . So 
<1,d,d,d> s <-d,R,Y,~8Y> for some &,Y,eF. if <g,Y,-8Y> is 
isotropic, then certainly -deD<g,y-gY>. If <g,Y,-gY> is 
anisotropic, then D<g,Y,-gY> = F - R. But deD<l,1> ==»
-deD<1,1> =4 -d^R. So ~deD<g,y ,~gY>. In either case,
< 1 ,d,d,d> s <-d,~d,6 ,6 d> for some 6 eF. If 6 eD<1 ,d>, then 
< 1 ,d,d,d> = <-d,-d,1 ,d> =4 <d,d> = <-d,-d> which contradicts 
- 1 ^D<1 ,1>. So 6^D<1,d>. Note: -deD<1,d> «~1eD<1,d> o
- deD < 1 , 1 > » - 1 eD < 1 , 1 > . So -di/D<1,d>. Thus <1,d,d,d> s
<-d,- d ,-d ,-1 > and rnf(-d) = 4n + 3 if f = (4n+3)<d> + <1 >.
<d,d ,d , - 1 ,-1> = <1 ,1 ,d ,-d ,-d> since deD<1,1> and -deD<-1,-1>. 
-deD< 1 , 1 ,d> » <1 ,1 ,d> = < — d , 1 ,-1 > « < 1 ,d> = <- 1 ,-d> » 
-1eD<1,d> « -deD<1,1> » —1eD<1,l> which contradicts s=4. So 
-dpTX 1 , 1 , d> and mf(-d) = 4n + 2 if f = (itn+3 )<d> + < —1 , — 1 >.
Therefore, the following chart indicates the possibil­
ities for f and the corresponding values of irif(-d), if d = 
det f * 1, deD<1,1>, and mp(d) = 4n + 3.
(Mn+3 )<d>
f m f(-d) 
Mn
(i|n+3 ) <d> + <1> Hn + 3
( H n + 3 ) < d >  + <- 1  , - 1 >
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Thus rrif(-d) distinguishes the three possibilities of f.
Finally, suppose mf(d) = An + 1 or An + 3 and d^D<1,1>. 
Then deD<-1,-1>. Thus dim f 1 = 0 or dim f* 1 and det f' =
1. If dim f ’ = 1, then obviously f' = <det f ’> = <1>. If
dim f' = 2, then f' = <1,1> since dj^D<1,1>. If dim f' = 3,
then f' is the unique anisotropic 3 -dimensional form of
determinant 1 and D(f') = F -(-R). Since dj£D(f’), we must 
assume de-R -deR. Then 1eD(f’) and f' = <1,ct,a> =
< 1 ,1 ,1 > since f ’ is anisotropic. Hence there are four pos­
sibilities for f: 
f = mf(d)<d>
f = mf(d)<d> + <1 >
f = mf (d)<d> + <1 , 1 >
f = mf(d)<d> + <1,1,1> with -deR.
If mp(d) = An + 1 , these four possibilities can be
distinguished by considering mp(1). Obviously,
m p (1 ) = An if f = (An+1 )<d>
m p (1) = An + 1 if f = ( An+ 1 ) <d> + <1 >
m f (1 ) = An + 2 if f = (An+1 )<d> + <1 , 1 >
mf (1) = An + 3 if f = (An+ 1 )<d> + <1 , 1 , 1 >
If mp(d) = An + 3 , these four possibilities can also be 
distinguished by considering mp(1). Since -d^D<d,d>,
<d,d,d> is anisotropic and D<d,d,d> = F -(-dR). In particu­
lar, if -d/£R then 1eD<d,d,d>. So <d,d,d> = <1,a,ad>. Also, 
a^D<1,d> otherwise <d,d> = < 1 , 1> which contradicts dj£D<l,l>. 
Thus m<d,d,d>(1) = 1, if -dj£R. If -deR, then 1/£D<d,d,d>.
2 2
Therefore the following chart indicates the possibil­
ities for f and the corresponding values of mf(1 ), if d = 
det f * 1 , dj£D<l,1>, and mf(d) = 4n + 3 .
with -deR
Thus mf (1 ), depending on whether -deR or -d^R, distinguishes 
the four possibilities for f. □
Note: The assumptions in Theorem 1.6 that if s(F) = 1,
then R (F ) = F2 , and that if s(F) = 2, then -1£R(F) are nec­
essary as evidenced by the following examples.
Example 1: Suppose F is a generalized Hilbert field
with s (F ) = 1 and R(F) * F2 . Let deR(F) - F 2 and let f =
<1,d>. Then mp £ 1 . Let g be the unique anisotropic
4-dimensional form of determinant deR(F). Since g is aniso­
tropic and s=1, mg _< 1 . But u(F) = 4. So g is universal. 
Thus mg £ 1. But f £  g.
Example 2: Suppose F is a generalized Hilbert field
with s (F ) = 2 and -1eR(F). Let f = <1,~1>. Then mf = 1.
Let g be the unique anisotropic 4-dimensional form with 
det g = -1eR. Suppose there exists aeF such that m g (a) 2.
f m f  ( 1 )
(4n+3)<d> + < 1>
(4n+3)<d>
4n+1 , if -deR 
4n+ 2, if -d^R
4n , if -deR 
4n+1f if -d£R
(4n+ 3 )<d> + <1 , 1 > 4n+ 2, if -deR 
4n+ 3 , if -dĵ R
(4n+3)<d> + <1 , 1 , 1 > 4 n+ 3
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Then g = <a,a,B,-g> for some geF and g is thus isotropic.
So nig < 1. But again since u=4, g is universal. Thus 
m g = 1 . But f ? g.
We have just shown that the square class invariant and 
determinant classify forms over a nonreal generalized 
Hilbert field F (assuming if s=1, then R=f 2, and if s=2, 
then -1j£R). Also, a nonreal field F is a generalized 
Hilbert field if and only if m(F) = 2. So now it is natural 
to ask whether the square class invariant and determinant 
classify forms over a nonreal field F with m(F) = 4.
Theorem 1.7. If F is a nonreal field with m(F) = 4, then
the square class invariant and determinant do not classify 
quadratic forms over F.
Proof: If m(F) = 4, then u(F) = 4 as shown in [3]- Also,
it is well known that if u(F) = 4, then the quaternion
algebras form a group. If f is a quaternion form, then 
m^Ca) = m ^ O )  for every aeF since <j) is universal and G(<j>) =
D ((j>) . Thus m^ is a constant function, and, in particular, 
s m^(1 ) which is a power of 2 .
Let <j) 1 , <j>2 , <j>3 be the anisotropic quaternion forms.
Then det <j> ± = 1 for 1 = 1,2,3. If s(F) < 2, then m ^ . O )  =
m ^ O )  for some i*j. Thus m ^  s m ̂ ̂ . So the square class
invariant and determinant do not classify quadratic forms. 
Now suppose s(F) = 4. Then m^ = 1,2, or 4 for 1 < i _< 3. 
Say m(j)1 = 1, = 2, and  ̂• Let Aj be the quaternion
algebra associated with <j> ̂ . Since ( 1 ) = 2, A2 = [-1,~a]
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for some aeF - D < 1 , 1 > . Since (1) = *», A 3 = [-1,-1]. But 
A 1 = A2 A 3 = C “ 1 , ~ ot ] [-1,-1] = [~1,a]. Thus m ^ C l )
> 2 which contradicts m^ s 1 . Thus =
m^ for some i*j. So the square class invariant and
determinant do not classify quadratic forms over F. □
Solow showed in [153 that if F is a field with u(F) 
q(F) < then the square class invariant classifies 
forms over F. Cordes showed in [4] that a field F with u(F) 
= q(F) < » is indeed a C-field with s(F) _< 2 and u(F) < <*>, 
and we have previously shown in a more general result that 
the square class invariant classifies quadratic forms over 
these fields. Now let us consider a field F with u(F) = 
q (F ) / 2 < ®.
Proposition 1.8: Suppose F is a field with s(F) = 4 and
u(F) = q(F)/2 < ®. Then the square class invariant and de­
terminant classify forms over F if and only if u(F) = U .
Proof: Cordes and Ramsey showed in [5 ] that if s(F) = 4 and
u(F) = q(F)/2 < 00, then F is equivalent to the 2 ~adic 
numbers Q2 or an iterated power series extension of Q2 . 
Springer showed in [16] that a quadratic form b over a field 
K=F((x)) can be written 4, = k < 1 , — 1 > + g + x h, where k is a 
non-negative integer and g and h are anisotropic forms over 
F. Then m ^ a )  = mk < 1  ̂_ 1 > + g ( a ) and m 9 (xa) = m k < 1 f _ ■, > + h ( a )
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for every aeF. Since the square class representatives of K 
consist of {square class representatives of F) y x {square 
class representatives of F }f m^ is now known for every 
square class in K. Using this result of Springer's and 
induction, a similar result is obtained for 
K=F (( x 1 ))(( x2 ))...(( xn )) . Write a form <j> over K as
n
(f> = k<1,-1> + f + I  Xj ft + I xilx i2 fili2 +
i 1 = 1 1.1 i 1 ̂  i 2.1 n
£ x i i  x i ? x i o f i  i  i p i o  + • • •  + x  1 x 2 • • • x n f  1 2 . . . n
1<i1 <i2 <i3<in ■ * 3
w h e r e  k is a non-negative integer and f and all of the 
fili2 ...im 's a r e  anisotroP ic forms over F. Then 
m^ « x il . . ex im) = mk<i f - -i > + f i i . .. im (a) 
for every aeF.
In [1-43, Solow showed that the square class invariant 
and determinant classify forms over Q2 . Now consider K =
Q2 ((x 1 ))((x2 ))....((xn )) for some positive integer n. Let f 
= <1,-1,-1> and g = < 1 ,-1 ,-2> over Q2 . Solow showed that 
mfSnig over Q2 but obviously f?g. Now consider <j) = < 1 , — 1 > + 
<-1> + x i < -1 > and \Jj = < 1 , — 1 > + <-2> + x-|<~2> over K. Then 
for every aeQ2 , m^Ca) = m <-j > _-j > + <_-j > ( a ) = mf(a), m^Ca x-|) = 
m <1 ,-1 > + <-1 >(“ ) = mf(a), and rn^Ca x ^ ^ . x ^ )  = m<1 >_ 1 > (a) = 1 
for m>_1 , 1 < i -j * i 2 * . . . * im <n , and { i 1 , i 2 , . . . , im } * {1 } .
Similarly, m^(a) = mg (a), m ^ a x i  ) = mg(a), and 
m^( ax i 1 . . . x im ) = m<i,-i>(a) = 1 for m>J , 1 < i -j * i 2 * . . . * im<n
and { i i , i 2 , . . . , im } * {1 } . Since mfsmg over Q2 , m ^ m ^  over 
K. Also det <|)= -x-]=det ij>. But over K since f£g over
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Q2 - Hence the square class invariant and determinant do not 
classify forms over Q2 ((x 1 ))((X2 ))...((xn )) for n>J . 
Therefore, if F is a field with s(F) =  ̂ and u(F) = 
q(F)/20, the square class invariant and determinant 
classify forms over F if and only if F=Q2 if and only if 
u ( F ) = . □
Proposition 1.9: Let F be a field with R(F) = F2 , s(F)=4,
and u(F) = *l. If the square class invariant and determinant 
classify quadratic forms over F, then F is a C-field.
Proof: Let <(> 1 , $ 2  , • • • 1 <t>n be the quaternion forms over F.
Thus m ^  s m ^ O )  = 1,2, or 4 since (j) 1 is universal (u=4)
and G(<j)i) = D ((̂ -̂) . Also det $ j_ = 1 for each i. Since the
square class invariant and determinant classify forms over
F, n=m(F) _< 3 . But since u(F) = 4, the quaternion algebras
form a group. So m(F) = 2. In [2] Cordes showed that the
number of anisotropic i) - d imens i onal forms of determinant d
which represent 1 is equal to m(F) - | F/D<1,-d>|
2 - | F/D<1,-d>| = JO,  if d/£R = F2 . Since u=4, every
11 , if deR = F 2
•4 - d imens ional form represents 1. Hence there exists a
unique anisotropic u-dimensional form. Cordes showed in [h D
that this implies that F is a C-field. □
CHAPTER 2
Fields with Binary Form Value Sets 
Having Index at Most Four
In this chapter we will consider a field F with 
. • . •| F/D< 1 ,-ct>| < i| for every aeF and equality holding for some
a e F .  Question: Is m ( F )  = A? In [ A ] ,  Cordes showed that
there exists a field F with q(F) = 8 = u(F). In this field,
| D<1 , ~ a > / F ^ \  = 2 for every a^F^; hence, | F/D<1 ,~a>| = A for
every a^F^. Also m(F) = 8 . So the answer to the above
question is no. What we will show is that m ( F )  = A or | F / R |
< 8 .
Can | F/R| = A for such a field F? First suppose F is 
non-real. Since D<1,~B> has index A in F for some ReF, u(F)
2̂ A. Thus | F / R | = A = u(F). Then each non-un i ver sal binary
form represents exactly two cosets of R(see[1]). Then 
| F/D<1,-a>| £ 2 for every aeF which is a contradiction. So
no such non-real field F exists. Now suppose F is a real 
field with some fixed ordering such that F = <a,~1>R and 
P(F) = <a>R. Since ±aj£R , D<1,~a> * F and D<1,a> * F. So
D <1 ,-a> = <-a>R and D<1,a> = <a>R = P. Now D < 1 , 1 > c  P =
D <1 ,a>. So D <1 ,1 > = D <1 ,1 > n D<1,a> c D<1,-o> = <~a>R.
Thus R c D<1 ,1> c  <-a>R, and either D<1 ,1> = R or D<1 ,1> =
< - a> R . If D < 1 , 1 > = < - a> R , then -oeD<1,1> C  P = <ot>R. This 
implies that -1eP which is a contradition. So D<1 ,1> = R. 
Thus 1, [~1a], [-1,-a], and [-1,-1] are distinct quaternion
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algebras. The only other possible non-split quaternion
algebras are [a,a] and [-a,-a], but [a,a] = [-1 ,a] and
[-a,-a] = [-1,_a]. So m(F) =
Thus we will show that if F is a field with
| F / D < 1 , ~ a > |  _< 4 for every a e F  and equality holding form some
aeF*, then m(F) = 4 or | F/R| = 8 (and u(F) = 8 ).
In many cases, results which hold in terms of F2 can be
strengthened by replacing F 2 with R(F). To simplify matters
for a while, we will assume in the remainder of this chapter
that R (F ) = F2 .
Let F be a field with | F/D<1 ,-a>| _< 4 for every aeF and
equality holding for some a e F .  In [ 2 ]  Cordes showed that if
K is a field with m(K) < ® and deK, then there are exactly
m - | K/D<1,-d>| anisotropic forms of determinant d and
dimension 4 which represent 1. So m(F) = 4 if and only if
there exists deF, with|F/D<1,-d>| = 4, for which there
exists no anisotropic 4-dimensional form with determinant d
which represents 1 . <1 ,-x ,-y , xyd> is isotropic for every
x,yeF if and only if D<1,-x> n yD<1,-xd> * 0 for every x,yeF.
D<i,-x> = U  [D<i,-x> n yD<i,-xd>]
yej coset representatives of D<1,-xd>}
Lemma 2 . 1 Suppose A and B are subgroups of a group G. If 
a,beG and if a A 0 bB * 0, then there exists ceG such that 
aA 0 bB = c (AO B ) .
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Proof: Suppose x e aA 0 bB . Consider x(AflB). If yex(AHB),
then y = xz for some zeApB. Now x e aA =£ a"^xeA a_^y = 
a'^xz e A =£ y e aA. Similarly y e bB and so y e aA P bB.
Thus x(ApB) c aA fi bB. Now suppose that y e aA p bB. Then
y = act = bB for some aeA and BeB. Also there exists a-|eA 
and g 1 eB such that x = aa-| = bBi* So b_1a = Ba~ 1 = 6 -] ot — 1 
a-|-1a = Bi_ 1 6 £ APB. Then y = aa = aa-jai^a = x(ai~^a)
e x(ApB). Thus aA p bB e  x(APB). Let c=x. □
So if D<1,-x> p yD<1,-xd> * 0, then D<1,-x> p yD<1,-xd>
is a coset of D<1,-x> p D< 1 ,-xd>. But
D<1,-x> = U  [D <1 ,~x> p yD< 1 ,-xd>]
yejcoset representatives of D<l,-xd>}
So | D <1 ,-x>/(D<1 ,-x> p D<1 ,-xd> )| = number of cosets of
D<1,-x> P D<l,-xd> in D<1,-x> = number of y e 
{coset representatives of D<1,-xd>} for which 
D<1,-x> p yD<1,-xd> *
Thus D<1,-x> p yD<1,-xd> * (Jf for each y e {coset
representatives of D<1 ,-xd> ) if and only if 
| D<1 ,-x>/(D<1 ,-x> p D<1 ,-xd> )| = j F/D<1 xd>| . Then each 
D<1,-x> p yD<l,-xd> * j! if and only if
| F/(D<1 ,-x>pD<1 , - xd> )| =| F / D < 1 , - x >| * | D<1,-x>/(D<1,-x>pD<1,-xd>)|
=| F / D < 1 , -x>| * | F / D < 1 , -xd>|
Thus m(F) = -U if and only if there exists deF with 
| F/D<1,-d>| = 4 such that
| F/DC1 , -x>| • | F / D < 1 , -xd>| = | F / ( D < 1 ,~x> p D<1 , -xd> )|
for every xeF.
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Given deF with | F/DC1 ,-d>| = M , let us consider under
what circumstances
j F / D < 1 , - x>| • | F/D< 1 , -xd>| * | F/(D<1,-x>n D<1,-xd>)| , for
some x e F .
(1) Suppose D<1 ,-x> and D<1 ,-xd> both have index 2 in F.
Then | F/(D<1 ,-x fl D <1 ,-xd>)| must not equal 4. So D<1 , - x> =
D<1,-xd> and D<1,-x> = D < 1 , - x> fl D < 1 , - xd> c D<1,-d> which 
contradicts | F/D<1,-d>| =
(2) Suppose | £/D< 1 ,-x>| = 2 and | F / D O  ,-xd>| =
Then |F/(D<1,-x>D D< 1 ,-xd>)| must not equal 8 . Thus
D< 1 ,-xd> c D<1,-x> and D<1,-xd> = D<1,-xd>n D<1,-x> c 
D<1,-d>. So D<1,-xd> = D<1,-d> ^ D < 1 , - x >  ? F.
(3) Suppose D<1,-x> and D<1,-xd> both have index 4 in F.
Then | ]?/( D< 1 ,-x>n D<1,-xd>)| must not equal 16. Thus
D<1,-x> = D<1,-xd> or D<1,-x>f| D<1,-xd> has index 8 in F.
If D <1 ,-x> = D<1 ,-xd>, then D<1,-x> = D<1,-xd> = D<1,-d>.
Thus m (F ) * 4 if and only if for every deF with
| F/D<l,-d>| = there exists xeF such that one of the
following is true:
(1 ) D <1 ,~xd> = D< 1 ,-d> 9  D<1,-x> * F.
(2) D(1,-x> = D<1,-xd> = D<1,-d>.
(3 ) D<1,-x> and D<l,-xd> also have index H in f and 
D<1,-x>n D < 1 , - xd> = D <1 , - x > D D <1 ,~d> = D < 1 , - x d> (T D < 1 , - d> 
has index 8 in F .
Now we will consider each of these three cases 
individually and show that either no such F exists or 
| F/F2| = 8 .
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Case I : Let F be a field with | F/DC1 , ~a>| _< 4 for
• •every aeF, and equality holding for some aeF. Also assume
that R(F) = F^. Suppose there exists a,beF such that
D< 1 , -a> = D< 1 , - b > D< 1 , -ab> % F.
First, assume -1 e D<1,-a>. Let yeD<l,-ab> - D<1,-a>.
Lemma 2.2: If F is a field as above, then there exists xeF
such that x p D<l,-ab> U D<1,-y> (J aD<1,-aby> U bD<1,-aby>.
Proof: (1) Assume D<1,-y> c D<1,-ab>. Then D<1,-y> ^
D<l,-ab> since a e D<1,-ab> - D< 1 ,-y>. So D<1,-ab> =
<a>D<1,-y> (the group generated by a and D<1,-y>) and 
D< 1 ,-y> = D <1 ,-y > n D O,-ab> c D<l,-aby>.
(i) Suppose D<1,-y> % D<1,-aby>. Choose x I  D<l,-ab>.
Then obviously x i  D<1,-y> = D<1,-aby> and ax,bx I  D<1,-aby>.
So x p D<1,-y>(jD<1,-aby>UaD<1,-aby>(Jt| D < 1 , - aby > .
c .(ii) Suppose D <1 ,-y > * D <1 ,- a b y >. Then D <1 ,- a b y > has index
2 in F and D<1,-aby> * D<1,-ab>. Choose x e D<1,-aby> - D<1,-ab> 
Then x p D<1 , ~ y > .  If ax e D <1 ,-aby>, then a e D O  ,-aby> and 
aby e D<l,-a>. Thus y e D O , - a >  which is a contradiction.
So ax f. DO,-aby> and x p aD<1,-aby>. If bx e D<1,-aby>, 
then b e D<1,-aby> and aby e D<1,-b>. Thus y e D<1,-b> 
which is a contradiction. So bx p D<l,-aby>. Thus 
x p D O , - y > U D O , - a b y > u a D O , - a b y > U b D O , - a b y > .
(2) Now assume D<1,-y> D<1,-ab>. Choose x'e
D< 1 ,-y> - D<1,-ab>. Let x=ax'. Then x p D<1,-ab> since a e 
DO,-ab>, and x p D< 1 ,-y> since a p DO,~y>. If x ' = ax e 
D< 1 ,-aby>, then x' = ax e D O ,-aby>n D< 1 ,-y> c D<l,-ab>
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which is a contradiction. So ax £ D<1,-aby>. If abx' = bx 
e D< 1 ,-aby>, then abx' e D<l,-aby>n D< 1 ,-y> cr D<1,-ab>. So 
x' e D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction. So bx f  D<1,-aby>. 
Thus x £ D<1,-ab> U D < 1 ,-y> 11 aD<1 ,-aby> U bD<1 ,-aby>. □
So from Lemma 2.2, there exists xeF such that x £
D <1 ,-ab> U D <1 ,-y> U aD<l ,-aby> U bD<1 ,-aby>. Thus y £ D<1 ,-x>
and aby £ D<1,-ax> 11 D < 1 ,-bx>. But D<1,-x>, D<1,-ax>, and 
D<1,-bx> each have index 4 in F with coset representatives 
{l,a,b,ab}. Thus ay e D<1,-x>, a'aby e D<1,-ax>, and a"aby 
e D<1,-bx> for some a,a',a" e {a,b,ab}. If a' = aab, then 
ay e D<1,-x>n D<1,-ax> c  D<1,-a>. Thus y e D<1,-a> which
is a contradiction. If a' = ab, then ay e D <1 ,-x > and aay e
D< 1 ,-ax>. Thus ~axy e D<1,-x>n D<1,-ax> q  D< 1 ,-a> =*■ x e 
yD<1,-a> which is a contradiction. So a' = a or aa.
If a" = aab, then ay e D<1 ,-x>fl D<1 ,-bx> c . D<1 ,-b>.
Thus y e D<l,-b> which is a contradiction. If a" = aa, then 
ay e D<1,-x> and aby e D< 1 ,-bx>. Thus -axy e D<1,-x>n 
D<l,-bx> c D<1,-b> =£ x e yD<1,-b> which is a contradiction. 
So a " = a or ab.
Suppose a'=aa and a"=ab. Then aby e D<1,-ax> and aay e 
D< 1 ,-bx>. Thus -aabxy e D<1,-ax>fl D<1,-bx> c D<1,-ab> =4 
x e D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction.
So either a'=a or a"=a. If a'=a, then there exists 
a e D<1,-a> such that ay e D<1,-x> and aaby e D<1,-ax>. So 
x e D <1 , -ay> 0 aD<1 ,-aaby>. Thus <1 , ~ay> - a<1 ,-aaby> = 
<1,-a> - ay<1,~b> is isotropic. But D<1,-a> = D<1,-b>.
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Hence ay e D<1 ,-a>. Thus y e D<1 ,-a> which is a 
contradiction. A similar argument shows that a"=a also 
leads to a contradiction.
Thus we have shown the following:
Proposition 2.3: Let F be a field with | F/D<1,-a>| _< M for
every a e F  and equality holding for some a e F .  Then there 
does not exist a,beF such that -1 e D<1,-a> and D<l,-a> =
D<1 ,-b> ? D< 1 ,-ab> ? F.
Now assume -1 f. D<1,-a> and either D< 1 , 1 > <£ D<1,-ab> or
D < 1 , ab> £  D< 1 , -ab> .
Lemma 2 . ̂  : There exists xeF such that x f. D<1,a>U D<1,b>
D < 1 , — a b > I j D < 1 , 1 > U a • D < 1 , a b > .
Proof (1) Suppose D<1 ,1> ^  D<1,-ab>. Then there exists x'
e D <1 ,1> - D<1,-ab>. Let x=ax'. Then x t  D<1,-ab> since
a e D<1,-ab>, and x £ D <1 ,1> since a £ D <1 ,1 >. If x = ax' e
D<1,a>, then x' e D<1,a>. Thus x' e D<1,a>£i D< 1 , 1 > c
D<1,-a> cr D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction. So x f. D<l,a>. 
If x = ax' e D<l,b>, then x' e D<1,b> since a e D<1,b>.
Hence x' e D< 1 , b>n D< 1 , 1 > c D<1,-b> <r D<1,-ab> which is a 
contradiction. So x £ D<l,b>. If x' = ax e D<1,ab>, then 
x' e D<1,ab> fl D < 1 , 1 > c D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction.
So ax f  D<1,ab>. Thus, in all, x  ̂ D<1,a> UD<1,b> (jD<1,-ab> 
U D<1,1> U aD <1 ,ab>.
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(2) Suppose D<1,ab> c£_ D<l,-ab>. Then there exists 
x e D<1,ab> - D<1,-ab>. x £ D< 1 ,1 >, otherwise x e D < 1 , 1 >n 
D<1,ab> c  D< 1 ,-ab>. If x e D< 1 ,a>, then x e D<l,a>pi D< 1 ,ab> 
c  D<1,-b> c  D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction. So x £ 
D<1,a>. Similarly x £ D<1,b>. If ax e D<1,ab>, then 
a e D<1,ab> b e D< 1 ,-a> = D<1,-b> -1 e D< 1 ,-a> which
is a contradiction. So ax £ D<1,ab>. Thus there exists xeF 
such that x £ D< 1 ,a>(j D<1,b>yD<1,-ab>|jD<1,1>||aD<1>ab>. □
Let xeF be as in Lemma 2.4. Hence -1 £ D < 1 , - x >  and -ab 
£ DC|,-ax>. But D < 1 , - x >  and D<1,-ax> each have index 4 in F 
with coset representatives {1,-a,-b ,ab }. So -a e D < 1 , - x >  
and -a'ab e D<1,-ax> for some a,a' e {-a,-b,ab}. Since 
-a e D<1,-x>, x e D<1,a> c  D<1,-ab> for a=~a or -b. But 
x £ Dd,-ab>. So a=ab. Since -a'ab e Dd,-ax>, ax e 
D<1,a'ab> c D<1,-ab> for a'=-a or -b. But ax £ D<1,-ab> 
since a e D<l,-ab> and x £ D<1,-ab>. So a'=ab. Thus -ab e 
D<1,-x> and - 1 e D<1,-ax>. x e D<1,ab> n aD<1»T>- Hence 
<1,ab> - a<1,1> = <l,-a> -a<1,-b> is isotropic. But D<l,-a> 
= D<l,-b>. So a e D<1,-a> which implies that -1 e D<1,-a> 
which is a contradiction.
Thus we have shown the following:
Proposition 2.5: Let F be a field with | F / D < 1 , ~ a > |  _< 4 for
every a e F  and equality holding for some a e f ' .  Then there
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does not exist a,beF with -1 p D<1,-a> and either D< 1 , 1 > <$_ 
D<1,-ab> or D<1,a> <£ D<1,-a>, such that D<1,-a> = D<1,-b> % 
D<1 , -ab> ^ F .
Finally, assume -1 p D<1,-a> and D< 1 , 1 >(j D<1,ab> c 
D <1 , -ab>. Then D <1 ,1> = D <1 ,1>n D<l,-ab> c  D<l,ab> and 
D<1 ,ab> = D <1 ,ab>n D<1,-ab> c D< 1 ,1 >. So D <1 ,1 > = D<1,ab>. 
Since -1 p D<1,-a>, a p D <1,1> . Thus D <1 ,1> * D<1,-ab>. 
Hence D < 1 , 1 > = D < 1 , ab> D < 1 , - ab> ^ F.
Proposi ti on 2.6: Let F be a field as described in the above
paragraph. If zeF such that z e D<1,1>, then the index of 
D<1,-z> in F is at most 2.
Proof. Pick x e D<1,-ab> - D <1 ,1> and y e F - D<1,-ab>.
Then G-| = { 1 , [ y , - 1 ] , [ y , - ab ] , [ y , ab ] } is the group of
quaternion algebras for < 1 ,~y>, and G2 =
{1 ,[xy,- 1 ],[xy,-ab],[xy ,ab]} is the group of quaternion 
algebras for < 1 ,~xy>.
Notes: (1) [y,ab] = [xy.ab] since x e D<1,-ab>.
(2) [y ,- 1] * [x y ,-1] since x p D<1,1>.
(3) [y,~ab] * [xy,-ab] since x p D<1,ab>.
(**) [y»~ab] * [xy ,-1 ] for if so, there would exist
zeF such that [y,-ab] = [z,-ab] and [xy,-1] = [z,~1]. This 
follows from the result stated in the introduction. Then 
z e D<l,-ab> f|yD<1,ab> = 0.
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(5) [y , — 1] * [xy,-ab]. The argument is similar to
that in ( )  .
So Gi fl G2 = {1 , [ y , ab] } .
Let z eD<1,1>. Now 
[zy,-1] = [z,-1][y,-1] = [y,-1],
[zy ,-ab] = [z ,-ab][y ,-ab] = [y,~ab], and 
[zy.ab] = [z ,ab][y ,ab] = [y,ab].
So G-j is the group of quaternion algebras for <1,-zy>. 
Similarly G2 is the group of quaternion algebras for 
<1 , -zxy>.
Consider any aeF. Then [z,a] = [zy,a] [y,a] e G-|*G1 = 
G1. Also [z ,a] = [zxy.a] [xy,a] e G2 • G2 = G2 . So [z,a] e 
G,n = {l.Cy.ab]}. Thus D<1,-z> has index in F at most 
2 . □
Corollary 2.7: -1 t  D <1 ,1>.
Proof. Suppose -1 e D<1,1>. Then -ab e D<1,1>. By 
Proposition 2.6, D<1,ab> has index in F at most 2. But 
| F/DC 1 , ab>| = i|. So - \ i  D<1 , 1 > . D
Proposition 2.8: Let F be a field as described in the 
paragraph before Proposition 2.6. If x,yeF such that x,y e 
D <1 ,1> and D<1,-x> = D<1 ,-y>, then x = y.
Proof. Suppose x * y . Then D<1,-x> = D<l,-y> = D<l,-xy> 
has index 2 in F* by Proposition 2.6. If a 4 D< 1 , -x> , then
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[x ,a],[y ,a] , and [xy,a] are all non-split, and by the proof 
of Proposition 2.6, [x,a] = [y,a] = [xy,a]. So [xy,a] = 
[x,a][y,a] = 1 which is a contradiction. So x=y. □
Proposition 2.9: Let F be a field as described in the
paragraph before Proposition 2.6. Then | F/F2| < 8 .
Proof. Suppose j F/F2| > 8 . Then | D<1,1>/F2| > 2 and there
exists x e D <1 ,1> - <ab>F2 . Notice that if D<1,1> c  
D<1,-x>, then D<1,-x> = <~x>D<1 ,1 > = D<1,-ab> since -1 e 
D <1 , - a b >. But this contradicts Proposition 2.8. So D <1,1>
D <1 , -x >. By Proposition 2.6, D <1,-x > has index 2 in F .
Thus K = D<1 ,1>n D<1,-x> has index 8 in F. So there exists 
ee# such that D <1 ,1> = K<e>. Then D<1,-x> = K<-1,f> where 
F = K< - 1 ,e ,f>. Also D <1 ,1 >, { - 1  } g  D<1,-ab>. So D<1,-ab> = 
K<e,~1 >. D<1,-x>, D<l,-ab>, and D<l,-xab> must be distinct
subgroups of index 2 in F, and K<-1> = D<l,-x>n D<1,-ab> c 
D<1,-xab>. So D<1,-xab> = K<-1,ef>. We now have 
established that D <1 ,1> = K<e>, D<1,-ab> = K<e,-1>, D<1,-x>
= K<f,-1>, and D<l,-xab> = K<ef,-1>. Also K = D< 1 ,1 > p 
D<1,-x> c D<1,x> and K = D<1,1>n D<1,-xab> c D<1,xab>.
Since | F/D<1,x>| _< 4, D<1,x> £ K. Thus there exists
1 * t e D<1,x> p<-1,e,f>. Then D<1,x> n D <1 , 1> c D<1,~x> =
K<-1,f>. Hence t*e. Also D<l,x>fl D<1,-x> c D< 1 , 1 > = K<e>.
Hence t*-1, ±f. Similarly, D<1,x >o D<1,-xab> c D<1,ab> =
D<1 ,1> = K<e>. Hence t*~1, ±ef. Therefore t=-e and D<1,x>
= K<-e>. The same argument works to show that B<l,xab> = K<-e>.
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Thus D<1,x> = D<l,xab> * D<1,-ab>. By the proof of 
Proposition 2.6, | F/D<1,-z>| _< 2 for every z e D<1,x> =
K<-e>. Moreover, all nonsplit quaternion algebras of the 
form [z,w], where z e D<1,x> and weF, are equal.
Since we have assumed that | D<1,1>/F2| > 2, we must
have | K/F2| > 1 . Let zQ e K - F2 . Then there exists w0eF
such that [zQ ,w0] * 1. Thus all non-split quaternion 
algebras of the form [z,w], for z e D<1,x> and weF, must be 
equal to [z0 ,w0]. Similarly, all non-split quaternion 
algebras of the form [z',w’], for z 1 e D< 1 ,1 > and w ’eF, 
must be equal to [z0 ,w0]. Therefore, all nonsplit 
quaternion algebras [z,w], where z e D<1,x>(j D< 1 , 1 > =
KU eK(J -eK and weF, are equal.
Let w e F-(D<l,e>(j D<1,-e>). Then [~e,w] and [e,w] are
nonsplit and hence must be equal. Thus 1 = [-e,w] [e,w] =
[-1 ,w ] . So w e D<1 ,1>. Now e e D<1,1>. By Proposition 2.6,
D<1,-e> has index 2 in F .  Also -e e D <1 ,1>. Again by
Proposition 2.6, D<l,e> has index 2 in F .  Also D<1,-e>n 
D <1 , e> c D<1,1>. So D <1 , -e> nD<1,e> = D<1,1>. Hence w e 
D<1 , 1> c D<1,-e>U D<1,e> which is a contradiction. So 
| F / F 2 | < 8 .  □
Propositions 2.3, 2.5, and 2.9 imply the following 
theorem.
Theorem 2.10: Let F be a field such that | F/D<1,-a>| <• 4
* •for every aeF and equality holding for some aeF. Also
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assume that R(F) = F2 . if there exist a,beF such that
D < 1 , - a> = D< 1 , - b> % D < 1 , - ab> ?  F, then |F/F2| = 8 . □
Case I I : Let F be a field with | F/DC1 ,~a>| < 4 for
• •every aeF and equality holding for some aeF. Also assume
that R(F) = F2 . Suppose there exist a,beF such that 
D <1 ,-a> = D<1 ,-b> = D <1 ,-ab> has index 4 in F. Then -1 e
D<1,-a>. Let y e F - D<1,~a>.
Proposition 2.11: There exists x e F -  <y>D<1,-a> such that
x I  D< 1 ,-y>u aD<1,-aby>y bD<1,-aby>.
Proof. (1 ) Assume D< 1 ,~y> cr <y>D<1,-a> = <y>D<1,-ab>.
Note: ab e <y>D<1,-a> - D< 1 ,-y>. So <y>D<1,-a> =
<ab> D<1,-y>. D<1,-y> = D<1,-y>n <y>D<1,-a> c <-y>D<1 ,-aby>
and <-y>D<1,-aby> * F since a,b,ab £ D<1,-aby>. ab e 
<-y>D<1,-aby> - D<1,-y>. So <-y>D<1,-aby> = <ab>D<1,-y>. 
Thus <y>D<1,-a> = <-y>D<1 ,-aby>. =4 a e<-y>D<1 ,-aby> *4 a e 
D<1,-aby> or -ay e D<1,-aby> =£ a e D<l,-aby> or b e
D<1,-aby> aby e D<1,-a> or aby e D<1,-b> = D<l,-a>
y e D<1,-a> since ab e D<1,-a>. But this is a 
contradiction.
(2) Thus D <1 ,-y> <y>D<1,-a> = <y>D<1,-ab>.
Choose x' e D< 1 ,-y> - <y>D<1,-ab>. Let x = ax'. Then 
x i  <y>D<1 ,-ab> since a e <y>D<1,-ab> and x £ D <1 ,-y> since
a £ D< 1 ,-y>. If ax = x' e D<1,-aby>, then x 1 e D< 1 ,-aby> D
D < 1 ,— y> cr D<1,-ab> which is a contradiction. So
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ax i  D<1,-aby>. If bx = abx' e D<1,-aby>, then x' e D<1,-y> 
Dab D<1,-aby> c -y D< 1 ,-ab> = y D<1,-ab> which is a 
contradiction. So bx £ D<1,-aby>. So there exists x e 
F - <y>D<1 ,-a> such that x £ D<1,-y>U aD<1,-aby>(j 
bD<1,-aby>. □
For an xeF as in Proposition 2.11, y £ D<1,-x> and aby 
£ D<1 ,-ax> U D<1 ,-bx>. But D <1 , - x> , D <1 ,-ax>, and D <1 ,-bx> 
each have index 4 in F with coset representatives {l,a,b,ab}. 
So ay e D<1,-x>, a'aby e D<1,-ax>, and a"aby e D<1,-bx>, for 
some a,a',a" e { a , b , ab } . If a' = aab, then ay e D<1,-x>fl 
D<1,-ax> C D<1,-a>. =4 y e D<1,-a> which is a contradiction.
So a 1 * aab. If a' = ab, then ay e D<1,-x> and aay e 
D<1,-ax>. =̂ > ~axy e D<1,-x> nD<1,-ax> c : D<1,-a> =4 x e
yD<1,-a> which is a contradiction. So a' * ab. Thus a'=a 
or aa. If a" = aab, then ay e D< 1 , — x>f! D<1,-bx> cr D<1,-b>.
=*4 y e D< 1 , -b> which is a contradiction. So a" * aab. If 
a" = aa, then ay e D<1,-x> and aby e D<1,-bx>. —4  -axy
e D < 1 , -x> nD<1,-bx> c D<1,-b>. =*> x e yD<1,-b> which is a
contradiction. So a" * aa. Thus a"=a or ab.
Now suppose a'=aa and a"=ab. Then aby e D<1,-ax> and 
aay e D< 1 ,-bx>. =* -aabxy e D<1,-ax>D D<1,-bx> <— D< 1 ,-ab>.
=4 x e yD<1,-ab> which is a contradiction. So either a'=a 
or a"=a. Suppose a'=a. Then ay e D<1,-x> and aaby e 
D<1,-ax>. =4 x e D<1,-ay>H aD<1,~aaby>. So
<1,_ay> - a<1,-aaby> = <1,-a> - ay<1,~b> is isotropic. But 
D<1,-a> = D<1,-b>. So ay e D<1,-b> and thus y e D<1,-b>
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which is a contradiction. So a ' * a .  A similar argument 
shows a " * a .
Thus we have shown the following theorem:
Theorem 2.12: Let F be a field such that | F/D<1,~a>j < 4
for every aeF and equality holding for some aeF. Also 
assume that R(F) = F2 . Then there does not exist a,b e F 
such that D<l,-a> = D<1,-b> = D<1„-ab> has index 4 in F. □
Case III: Let F be a field with | F/D<1,-a>| < 4 for 
every aeF and equality holding for some cteF. Also assume
* O  *that R(F) = F^. Suppose there exist a,b e F such that 
D< 1 ,-a>, D<1,-b>, and D<1,-ab> each has index 4 in F and 
H = D < 1 ,-a>0 D<i,-b> = D<1,-a>n D<l,-ab> = D d , - b > n  D<l,-ab> 
has index 8 in F.
(A) Let us suppose that there exist e,f e F such that 
D <1 ,-a> = H<e>, D<1,-b> = H<f>, and D<1,-ab> = H<ef>.
Proposition 2.13- If x e F - H<e,f>, then H n D<1,-x> =
H n D< 1 , -ax> = H n D < 1 , - bx> = H fl D<1,-abx> = D<1 ,-x>fi D<1,-ax>
0 D <1 ,-bx> n D <1 ,-abx>.
Proof. Let G = D<1,-x>D D<1,-ax>f| D<l,-bx>n D<1,-abx>.
Then G c D<1 , - x> H D<1,-ax> c D<1 ,-a> and Gr D<1 f-x>H 
D<1,-bx> C D<1,-b>. So G c  D<l,-a> D D<1,-b> = H. Thus 
clearly G c Hfi D<1 ,-ax> for a e <a,b>. Now suppose h e H 0 
D<1,-ax> for some a e <a,b>. Then h e H<e> = D<1,-a>, h e
H <f> = D< 1 ,-b>, and h e H<ef> = D<1,-ab>. So
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h e D< 1 , - a x > P D < 1 ,-a> c  D <1 ,-aax>, h e D < 1 , ~ax> f| D < 1 , - b> a  
D<1,-bax>, h e D<1,~ax> nD<1,-ab> c= D<1,-abax>. So h e 
D<l,-ax>fl D <1 ,-aax> H D<1 ,-bax> H D<1 ,-abax> = G. Therefore 
H fl D< 1 , -ax> = G. □
Proposition 2.14; -1 e D<1,-a> u D<1 ,-b> U D<1,_ab> = H <e,f>.
Proof. Note that -a e H<e>, -b e H<f>, and -ab e H<ef>.
If -aeeH and -beH, then -ab e -eH. But -ab e H<ef>.
So either -e or -f must be in H. Hence, we could have -1 e
eH U fH c D <1 ,-a> U D <1 ,-b > .
If -aeH and -befH, then -abe-fH. But -abeH<ef>. So 
again -e or -f must be in H and -1 e D<l,-a>U D<1,-b>.
If -aeeH and -befH, then -abe-efH. But -ab e H<ef>.
So -ef or -leH. Hence, we could have -1 e efH U H =
D <1 ,-ab>.
If -a,-b e H, then -ab e -H. But -ab e H<ef>. So 
again -1 or -efeH and -1 e D<l,-ab>.
Therefore - 1 e D<1,-a>U D<1,-b>U D< 1 ,-ab> = H<e,f>. □
(1) First, let us assume ~1eH and a,b,ab £ H. Then D<1,-a> 
= H<a>, D <1 ,-b > = H<b>, and D <1 ,- a b > = H<ab>. Consider any 
x e F -  H<a,b>. Then D<l,-x> must have index 4 in F with 
coset representatives {l,a,b,ab}. Let G = H n D<1,-x>.
Since |F/D<1,-x>| = 4 and | F/H) = 8 , | H /G) = n = 1,2, or 4.
(i) Assume n= 1 . Then H c D<1,-x>. F = H<a,b,x>. Thus 
D<1,-x> = H<x>. Fix a e {a,b,ab}. Then for 6 e {a,b,ab},
8 e D<1,-ax> «• ax e D < 1 , — B> « x e D<1 , — 3>. But
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x 4 H < a , b> = D<1,-a>U D<l,-b>U D<1,-ab>. So a,b,ab t  
D<1,-ax> for a e {a,b,ab} and hence |F/D<1,-ax>| = 4, for
a e {a,b,ab}. By Proposition 2.13, H = HflD<l,-x> c 
D<1,-ax> for a e {a,b,ab}. Thus D<1,-ax> = H<ax>, D<1,-bx>
= H<bx> , and D<1,-abx> = H<abx>. So D<1,-a>, D<1 ,-b>,
D<1,-ab>, D<1,-x>, D<1,-ax>, D<1,-bx>, and D<l,-abx> are all 
of the index 4 subgroups of F which contain H. Suppose 
there exists yeF such that y 4 H<a,b>U X'<a,b> and 
H c D< 1 ,-y>. Since y 4 H<a,b> = D<1,-a> U D<1,-b> U 
D<1,-ab>, | F/D<1,-y>| = 4. So D<1,-y> is an index 4
subgroup of F which contains H and must be equal to one of 
the seven listed above. If D<l,-y> = D<1f-a> for a e 
{a,b,ab}, then -y e D<1,~a> =» y e D<1~a> c H<a,b>. But 
y 4 H<a,b>. So D<1,-y> = D<1,-ax> for a e <a,b>. But this 
has been shown in Cases I and II to imply that | F / F ^ \ = 8.
Then either F = H<a,b> U x»<a,b> which implies that | F/f 2| = 8,
or there exists yeF such that y 4 H<a,b> U x*<a,b> and 
H 5  D<1,-y> which is considered in (ii) and (iii).
(ii) Assume n = |H/G| = 2 .  Let h e H - H (1 D<1,-x>.
Then ah e D<1,-x> for some a e {a,b,ab}. Then D<1,-x> = 
(Hf|D<1,-x>)*<ah,-x> = G<ah,-x>.
Note: ah e D<1,-x> flD<1 ,-a> c D<1,-ax>. By Proposition
2.13, Hfl D<1,-x> = HIT D<1,~ax> = G. So we have D<1,~ax> = 
G<ah,-ax>. Now choose 3 * a e {a,b,ab} and consider 
D<1,~3x>. By Proposition 2.13, HDD<1,-x> = H fl D<1 ,-gx> = G.
So h 4 D<1,-$x>. Since D<1,~3x> has index 4 in F with coset 
representatives {l,a,b,ab}, YheD<1,~3x> for some Y e {a,b,ab}.
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Thus as above, D<1,-gx> = G<yh,-gx> and D<1,-gYx>
G<Yh,- 6Yx>.
So D<1,-x> = G<ah,-x> (1 )
D<1,-ax> = G<ah,-ax> (2 )
D <1 , -gx> = G<Yh,-gx> ( 3 )
D < 1 , -g Yx> = G<Yh,- 3Yx> (4)
Claim: Y=a. If not, then Y=a3 or 3 .
If Y=a3, then from (2) and (4), D<1,~ax> contains ah and agh 
and hence 3, which is a contradiction. If Y=g, then from
(1 ) and (4), D<1,-x> contains ah and gh and hence ag, which 
is a contradiction. So Y=a and we have ah e D<1 ,-x> fl
D<1 , ~ax> D D<1 ,-gx> fl ,-agx> = G c H. Thus aeH, which is
a contradiction. Thus n*2.
(iii) Assume n = | H/Gj = 4. Let h,k e H such that H = 
G<h,k>. Since h,k I  D<1,-x>, there exist a,3 e {a,b,ab} 
such that ah,Bk e D<1,-x>. If a=g, then ah.ak e D<1,-x> and
then hk e D <1 ,-x >, which is a contradiction. So a * 3 .
ah e D<1 ,~x> n D<1 ,~a> cr D<1,~ax>. By Proposition 2.13.
G = D<1,-x>nH = D<1,-ax>flH. So k £ D<1,-ax>. Thus ak,
gk, or abk e D<1,~ax>. Again, if ak e D<1,-ak>, then hk e
D<1,~ax> and thus hk e D<1 ,-ax> 0 H = D<1,-x>f|H = G which is 
a contradiction. If gk e D<1,-ak>, then 
gk e D< 1 , -x> PI D< 1 , - ax> C  D<1,~a>
= $  g e D<1,~a> since k e H cr D<1,~a>.
3 e D<1,-a>D D<1 ,— 3> = H since a*g.
But {a,ab,ab} fl H = 0. So gk / D<1,-ax>. Hence agk e
D<1,-ax>. Then agk e D<1,-ax>fl D<1,~ag> c* D<1,-gx>. Again
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by Proposition 2.13, G = D <1 ,-x> fl H = D<1,-gx>f)H. Since 
heH-G, h £ D<1,-gx>. Thus ah, gh, or agh e D<1,-gx>. If 
ah e D < 1 , - g x > , then ah e D<1,--gx>flD<1,-x> g- D < 1 , - g > 
a e D< 1 , — g> since k e H cr D< 1 , — g> .
a e D< 1 ,-g>n D<1,_a> = H since a*g. But ja,b,ab}n H = 0. 
So ah £ D<1,-gx>. If agh e D<1,-gx>, then agh,agk e 
D<1,-gx> and hence hk z D<1,-gx> —^ hk e D<1 ,-gx> 0 H = 
D<1,-x>D H = G, which is a contradiction. Thus gh e 
D<1,-gx>. Hence gh z D<1,-gx>fl D< 1 , — g> a  D<1,-x>
g e D<1,-x> since h e H c D<1,-x>. =4 x e D< 1 ,-g> c
H<a,b> which is a contradiction. Thus n*4.
(2) Secondly, let us assume that -1eH and either a, b, or
ab e H. Say aeH. If b0H, then b e fH ==J> ab e fH. But ab
e H<ef>. So beH. Thus a, b, and ab in any case are either
all in H or none is in H.
Let x e F - H<e,f>. Then a,b,ab £ D <1 ,-x > . Then | H /G|
= 4 where G = HDD<1,-x>, and F = <e,f,x>H = <e ,f ,x ,a ,b>G. 
Also|D<1,-x>/G| = 8 . Since a,b,ab ^ D<1,-x>, D<1,-x> =
<ae,gf,-x>G for some a,g e <a,b>. ae e D < 1 ,-x>0 D < 1 , - a> <r 
D <1 ,-ax> and G c: D<1 ,-ax> by Proposition 2.13* So D< 1 ,-ax>
= <ae,6 f,~ax>G for some 6 e <a,b>. If g=6 , then gf e 
D<1,-ax> fl D<1,-x> c D<l,-a> = 4  f e D< 1 ,-a> which is a 
contradiction. So 6 *g. gf z D<1,-x> fl D<l,-b> r- D<1,-bx>.
So similarly D<1,-bx> = <Ye,gf,-bx>G for some Y e <a,b>. If 
Y = a , then ae e D<1,-bx>nD<1,-x>cr D< 1 , - b> .
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=4 e e D<1 ,-b> which is a contradiction. So Y*a. Ye e 
D<1,-bx>n D<1,-a> c D<1,-abx> and 6f e D<1,-ax> 0D<1,-b> C 
D<1,-abx>. Thus D<1,-abx> = <Ye ,6f ,-abx>G. Thus we have 
established D<1,-x > = <ae,gf,-x>G, D<1,-ax> = <ae,6f ,-ax>G , 
D<1,-bx> = <Ye ,gf,-bx>G, and D<l,-abx> = <Ye,6f ,-abx>G for 
some a ,g,Y ,6 e <a,b> and Y*a and 6*g.
If Y=ab, then -aex e D<1,-bx> flD<1 ,-x> c D<1,-b>. 
ex e D<1,-b> ==* x e eD<1,-b> c H<e,f> which is a 
contradiction. So Y*ab. If Y=aab, then -aex e D<1,-abx>n 
D<1,-x> c D<1,-ab> =4 ex e D<1,-ab> =#■ xe eD<1,-ab> c 
H<e,f> which is a contradiction. So Y*aab. Thus Y=aa.
If 6 = ga, then -gfx e D<1,-ax>H D<1,-x> c D< 1 ,-a>.
— * fx e D<1,-a> x e fD<1,-a> c  H<e,f> which is a
contradiction. So <5*ga. If 6 =gab, then -gfx eD<1,-abx> fl 
D<1,-x> c  D<1,-ab>. =4 fx e D<1,-ab> x e fD<1,-ab> c
H<e,f> which is a contradiction. So S*gab. Thus 6 =gb.
So Y=aa and 6 = gb. Then -agefx e D<1,-x>fl D<1,-abx> ^  
D<1,-ab>. efx e D<1,-ab> =* x e efD<1,-ab> c H<e,f>
which is a contradiction.
Thus we have shown that it is not possible for -1eH and
at least one of a, b, ab to also be in H.
(3) Finally, let us assume -1 £ H. Thus by Proposition
2.14, -1 is in exactly one of D<1,-a>, D<1,-b>, and D<1,-ab>. 
Without loss of generality, say -1 e D<1,~a>. Thus D<1,-a>
= H<-1> and either a or -aeH.
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First, suppose -aeH. Then D<1,-a> = D<1,-b> =
H<f>, and D<1,-ab> = H<-f>. If -beH, then -abe-H. But -ab 
e H<-f>. So -1 or feH which is a contradiction. Thus -b£H 
and then -ab^H. So D<1,-a> = H<-1> = H<a>, D<1,-b> = H<~b>
= H<ab>, and D<l,-ab> = H<-ab> = H<b>.
Let x e F -  H <-1 ,f> = F - H<~1,b> = F - H<a,b>. Then
F = <-1,f,x>H = <-1,b,x>H = <a,b,x>H and D<1,-x> has index 4 
in F with coset representatives {l,a,b,abj. Let G = Hfl 
D < 1 , - x > . Then | H / G| = n = 1,2, or 4.
(i) Suppose n=1. Then H c D<1,-x> and D<1,-x> = H<-x> =
H<ax>. By Proposition 2.13, H c D<1,-ax> for each a e 
{a,b,ab}. Also, for g e {a,b,ab}, 6 e D<1,-ax> » ax e
D<1 , — 3> » x e a D < 1 , - g > e a H<a,b> = H<a,b>. But
x e F -  H<a,b>. So f / D<1,-ax> and | F/D<1,-ax>| = 4 for
a e {a,b,ab}. Thus D<1,-ax> = H<-ax> = H<x>, D<1,~bx> = 
H<-bx> = H<abx>, and D<1,-abx> = H<-abx> = H<bx>. Then 
D <1 ,-a>, D <1 , -b> , D <1,-ab>, D<1,-x>, D<1,-ax>, D<1,-bx>, and 
D<1,-abx> are all of the index 4 subgroups of F which 
contain H. Suppose there exists yeF such that y £ H<a,b> (j 
x<a,b> and H c D<1,-y>. Since y £ H<a,b> = D<1,-a> (j
D<1 ,-b>U D<1 ,-ab>, | F / D < 1 , - y>| = 4. So D < 1 , - y > is an index
4 subgroup of F which contains H and thus must be equal to 
one of the seven listed above. If D<1,-y> = D<1,-a> for a e 
{a,b,ab}, then -y e D<1,-a> =4 y e -1*D<1,-a> c -1*H<a,b> = 
H<a,b>. But y £ H<a,b>. So D< 1 ,-y> * D<1,-a> for a e 
{a,b,ab}. Hence D<1,-y> = D<1,-ax> for a e <a,b>. But this 
has been shown in Cases I and II to imply that | F/F^j = 8 .
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Then either F = H<a,b> U x-<a,b> which implies that | F/F^j 
8 , or there exists yeF such that y £ H<a,b> (J x-<a,b> and H 
D<l,-y> which is considered in (ii) and (iii).
(ii) Suppose n=2. Let h e H - G. Then F = <-1,b,x>H =
<-1,b,x,h>G. Since h £ D<1,-x>, ah e D<1,-x> for some a e 
{a,b,ab}. Suppose a = a. Then ah e D<1,-x> and D<1,-x> = 
<ah,-x>G. Now choose 6 e {b,ab}. Then h £ D<1,~Bx> U 
D<1,-a6x> by Proposition 2.13. So Yh e D<1,-gx> and
6 h e D<l,-aBx> for some Y , 6 e {a,b,ab}. If Y=a, then ah e 
D<1,-x>n D<1,-gx> c D< 1 ,-fj> which is a contradiction. So 
Y*a. Similarly, 6 *a. If Y = 6 , then Yh e D<l,-gx>(T D<l,-agx> 
c D<1,-a>. =4 Y e D<1,-a> ==» b e D<1,-a> since Y e {b,ab}
which is a contradiction. So Y*6 . Thus 6 = aY and 
-£Yhx e D<1,-gx> DD<1,-a6x> a  D<1,-a>. So gYx e D <1,-a>. 
But BY = 1 or a, so x e D<1,-a> which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, a*a.
Thus a e {b,abj and D<1,-x> = <ah,-x>G. If ah e 
D<1,-ax>, then ah e D< 1 ,-ax>fl D< 1 ,-x> C  D<1,-a> which is a
contradiction. So ah £ D<1,~a>. So D<1,~ax> = <Bh,_ax>G
for some B * a e fa,b,ab}. Thus B e {a ,aa}.
Suppose B=a. Then D<1,-ax> = <ah,-ax>G and ah e
D<1 ,-ax> flD<1 ,-a> c D<1 ,-aax>. So D <1 ,-aax> = <ah,-aax>G.
Now proceed as in the a=a case above with aax in place of x. 
We can do this because of Proposition 2.13- This shows that 
B *a.
Suppose B=aa- Then D<1,-ax> = <aah,-ax>G. Consider 
D<1,-ax> = <6 h,-ax>G for some 6 e {a,b,ab} = (a,a,aa|. If
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6 =a, then ah e D<l,-ax>0 D<1,-a> c  D<1,-x> which is a 
contradiction. If 6 = a, then ah e D<1,-ax>fl D<1,-x> c 
D<1,-a> which is a contradiction. If 6 = aa, then aah e 
D<1,-ax>0 D<1,-ax> c  D<l,-aa> =* -1 e D<l,-aa> which is a
contradiction.
Thus n*2.
(iii) Suppose n=4. Let h,keH such that H = <h,k>G. Then 
F = <-1,b ,x ,h ,k>G. Since h,k £ D<1,-x>, ah,0k e D<1,-x> for 
some a , B e {a,b,ab}.
Note: a*B since otherwise hk e D<1,-x>. Suppose {a ,0} =
{b,ab}, say a=b and B = ab. Then bh.abk e D<1,-x> «=̂  ahk e 
D<1,-x>. H = <h,k>G can be written H = <h,hk>G. Thus we 
may assume that either a or B is equal to a. Say a=a. Then 
ah e D<1,-x>n D<1,-a> c D<1,-ax>. There exist Y , 6 e 
{a,b,ab} such that Yh e D<l,-bx> and 6 h e D<1,-abx>. If 
Y=a, then ah e D<1,-bx>0 D<1,-a> c D<1,-abx>.
=4 ah e D <1 ,-abx>n D <1 ,-ax> c D <1 ,-b> which is a 
contradiction. So Y*a. Similarly 6 *a. If Y=S, then Yh e 
D<1,-bx>n D<1,-abx> e  D<1,-a>. Thus Y e D<1,-a> = H<a> =4 
Y = a since b,ab f. H. But we have just shown Y*a. Thus 
6 =aY. Then -Yhbx e D<1,-bx>0 D<l,-abx> cr D<1,-a>.
Ybx e D<1,-a>. But Yb=1 or a and a e D<1,-a>. So 
x c D<l,-a> which is a contradiction. Thus a=a leads to a 
contradiction and a*a. Similarly B*a- Hence n*4.
Now assume aeH. Then D<1,-a> = H<-a> = H<- 1 >, D<1,-b>
= H < f>, and D<l,-ab> = H<-f>. If -b£H, then -bef-H and 
-abef'H. But -ab e H<-f>. So -beH and -abeH. Let
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x e F -  H < - 1 , f > . Then D<1,-x> has index 4 in F with coset 
representatives {l,a,b,ab}. Let G = Hf| D<1,-x>. Since 
aeH-G, | H/G| = n = 2 or 4.
(i) Suppose n=2. Then H = <a>G and F = <-1,f,x>H = 
<-1,f,x,a>G. Then D<1,-x> = <a,-x>G where a e
{±f,±af,- 1 ,-a }. Suppose a= 1 or -a. Then a e D<1,-x>H 
D<1,-a> C D<1,-ax>. So D<1,-ax> = <a,-ax>G. Now a £ 
D<1,-bx>, otherwise a e D<1,-b>. So D<1,-bx> = <g,-bx>G for 
some g e {±f,±af}. If g=f or af, then g e D<l,-b>n D< 1 ,-bx> 
r  D<1,-x> = <a»-x>GC <a,~x>H = <-1,x>H. Then f e <-1,x>H 
which is a contradiction. If g=-f or ~af, then g e D<l,-ab> 
flD<1,-bx> c D<1,-ax> = <a,-ax>G c. <a,-ax>H = <-1,x>H. Then 
again f e <~1,x>H which is a contradiction. So a*~1 or -a.
Suppose ct=f or af. Then a e D < 1 , ~x> f l  D < 1 , - b> c
D<1,-bx>. So D<l,-bx> = <a,-bx>G. Now a i  D<1,-ax>,
otherwise a e D<1,-a>. Hence D<l,-ax> = <g,-ax>G for some 
g e {-1,- a ,-f,-af}. If g=-1 or -a, then g e D<1,-ax> 0 
D <1 , -a> c  D<1,-x> = <a,-x>G c <a ,-x>H = <f,-x>H =4
-1 e <f,-x>H which is a contradiction. If g=-f or -af, then 
g e D<1,-ax>0 D<1,-ab> c D<1,-bx> = <a,~bx>Gc <a,~bx>H =
<f,x>H. «=4 ~1 e <f,x>H which is a contradiction. So ci*f
or af .
A similar argument shows ot*-f or -af.
Hence n*2.
(ii) Suppose n=4. Recall that -b,-ab e H and D<1,-a> = 
H<- 1 >, D<l,-b> = H<f>, and D<1,-ab> = H<-f>. Also recall 
that xeF - H<f,-1> = F - [D<l,-a>U D<1,-b>U D<1,-ab>].
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Note: bf e bfH = -fH c D<1,-ab> and abf e abfH = -fH cr
D <1,-ab>.
Suppose f e D<1 ,-x>. Then f e D<1 ,-x>fl D<1 ,~b> C 
D<1 ,-bx>. Also, f ft D<l,-ax> since f £ D<1,-a>, and f £ 
D<1,-abx> since f £ DO,-ab>. Thus there exist a,g e 
|a,b,ab} such that af e D<1,-ax> and gf e D<1,-abx>. If 
a=a, then af e D<1,-ax>. = 4  -fx e Dd,-ax>n D<1,-x> C
D<1,-a> =4 x e f.D<l,-a> which is a contradiction. So a*a. 
If a= ab , then abf e D < 1 , - ax> . =4 -bfx e D < 1 , - ax> f ) D< 1 , - bx>
C  D<1 ,-ab> =4 x e f D <1 ,-ab> which is a contradiction. So 
a*ab. Hence a=b. If g=a, then af e D<1,-abx>.
=4 -bfx e D < 1 , - abx>fl D<1,-bx> c D<1,-a>. =4 x e f*D<1,-a>
which is a contradiction. So g*a. If g = ab, then abf e 
D<1,-abx> =4 "fx e D < 1 , - abx> riD<1,-x> c D<1,-ab>.
=4 x e D<l,-ab> which is a contradiction. So g*ab. Hence 
g = b. Now consider a = b and g = b. Then bf e D<l,-ax> fl 
D<1,-abx> c  D<1,-b> =4 b e D<1,-b> which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, f £ D<1,~x>.
Now suppose af e D<1,-x>. Then af e D<1,-x>0 D<1,-b> c
D<1,-bx>. Also, af £ D<1,-ax> since af £ D<l,-a>, and af £
D<1,-abx> since af £ Dd,-ab>. Thus there exist a,8 e 
{1,b ,ab} such that af e D<1,-ax> and gf e D<1,-abx>. In an 
argument similar to that above, it can be shown that each of 
the possible values of a and g leads to a contradiction. 
Therefore, af £ D<1,-x>.
Now suppose bf e D<1,-x>. Then from the above note, bf
e D<1 , -x>fl D<l,-ab> c D<1,-abx>. Also, bf £ D<1,-ax> since
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bf f. D<l,-a>, and bf f. D<1,-b> since bf f. D<1,-b>. Thus 
there exist a,3 e {l,a,ab} such that cxf £ D<1,-ax> and 
gf e D<1,-bx>. Again, in an argument similar to that above, 
it can be shown that each possible value of a and g leads to 
a contradiction. Therefore, bf fc D<1,-x>.
Finally suppose abf e D<1,-x>. Then abf e D<1,-x> D 
D<1,-ab> c  D<l,-abx>. Also, abf ft D<l,-ax> since abf £ 
D<l,-a>, and abf i. D<1,-bx> since abf f. D<1,-b>. Thus there 
exist a,g e {1,a ,b } such that af e D<l,-ax> and gf e 
D<1,-bx>. Once again in an argument similar to that above 
it can be shown that each possible value of a and g leads to 
a contradiction. Therefore, abf D<1,-x>.
Hence n*4.
(B) Now let us suppose that there exist e,f,g e F such that 
D <1 ,-a> = H < e> , D<1,-b> = H<f>, and D<1,-ab> = H<g> and F =
H <e , f ,g > .
Gf = {1 ,[ef,a] ,[ef,b ],[e f ,ab]} is the group of 
quaternion algebras for <1 ,-ef>. G2 =
{1 ,Ceg,a],[eg,b ] ,[eg,ab]} is the group of quaternion 
algebras for < 1 ,-eg>. G3 = {1 ,[fg,a],[fg,b],[fg,ab]} is the 
group of quaternion algebras for <1 ,-fg>.
Note: (1) [e g ,ab] = [e,ab][g,ab]
= [e,ab] since g e D<l,-ab>
= [e ,a][e ,b]
= [e,b] since a e D<l,-e>.
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Also, [ef,b] = [e,b][f,b]
= [e,b] since f e D<l,-b>.
So [eg,ab] = [ef.b].
(2) [eg,a] * [ef,a] since fg D<l,-a>.
(3) [eg,a] * [ef.ab], otherwise, there would exist zeF
such that [eg,a] = [z,a] and [ef,ab] = [z,ab]. Then
z e D<1 ,-b> = H<f> and z e eg D<1 ,-a> = eg H<e> = g H<e>.
But H < f > fl g H < e> = 0.
(4) [eg,b] * [ef,a], otherwise, there would exist zeF
such that [eg,b] = [z,b] and [ef,a] = [z,a]. Then z e
D<1,-ab> = H<g> and z e eg D<1,-b> = eg H<f>. But H<g>fl 
eg H <f> = 0 .
(5) [eg,b] * [ef,ab], otherwise, there would exist zeF
such that [eg,b] = [z,b] and [ef,ab] = [z,ab]. Then
z e D<1,-a> = H<e> and z e eg D<1,-b> = eg H<f>. But 
H<e>D eg H<f> = 0.
So (1)-(5) show that G 1 fl G2= {1 , [ eg , ab ] = [ ef , b ] = [ e , b ] } . 
Now consider G-j fl G2 H G^.
(1) [fg.a] * [e,b], otherwise, there would exist zeF
such that [fg,a] = [z,a] and [e,b] = [z,b]. Then z e
D < 1 , - ab> = H < g> and z e fg D<1,-a> = fg H<e>. But H<g> fl fg 
H <e> = (D .
(2 ) [fg,b] * [e,b], otherwise, [efg.b] = 1 and efg e
D<1,-b> = H<f>.
(3) [fg.ab]  ̂[e,b], otherwise, there would exist zeF
such that [fg,ab] = [z,ab] and [e,b] = [z,b]. Then z e
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D <1 , - a> = H <e> and z e fg D<1,-ab> = fg H<g> = f H<g>. But 
H <e> 0 f H<g> = 0 .
Thus G-| n g2 n g 3 = {1 } .
Let zeH. Then 
[zef,a] = [z,a][ef,a] = [ef,a]
[zef,b] = [z,b][ef,b] = [ef,b]
[zef,ab] = [z , ab][ef,ab] = [ef,ab].
So G-] is the group of quaternion algebras for <1,-zef>. 
Similarly, G2 and G3 are the groups of quaternion algebras 
for <1 ,-zeg> and <1 ,-zfg> respectively.
Now let aeF, then [z,a] = [zef,a] [ef,a] e G-] • G-| = G-j ; 
[z ,a] = [zeg,a][eg,a] e G2 • G2 = G2 ; [z,a] = [zfg.a] [fg,a] 
e G^ * G3 = ^2 * Thus [z,a] e Gi G2 G3 = {1 }. So z e R = 
F2 . Hence H = F 2 and | F/F2J = 8.
Therefore we have shown the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15: Let F be a field such that | F/D<1,~a>| < 4
• mfor every aeF and equality holding for some aeF, Also 
assume that R(F) = F2 . If there exist a,b e F such that 
D<1 ,-a>,D <1 ,-b> , and D<1,-ab> each have index 4 in F and 
D < 1 , - a> fl D< 1 , - b> = D< 1 , - a> fl D<l,-ab> = D<1,-b> fl D<1,-ab> 
has index 8 in F, then | F/F2| = 8.
All of the results in this chapter are in fact true if 
f 2 is replaced by R(F). Therefore Theorems 2.10, 2.12, and 
2.15 prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.16: Let F be a field such that j F/D<1,-a>| < ^
_ • •for every aeF and equality holding for some aeF. Then m(F)
= or | F/R (F )| = 8 .
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